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MATILDE MARCOLLI
Abstract. We investigate the role of Segal’s Gamma-spaces in the context of
classical and quantum information, based on categories of finite probabilities with
stochastic maps and density matrices with quantum channels. The information loss
functional extends to the setting of probabilistic Gamma-spaces considered here.
The Segal construction of connective spectra from Gamma-spaces can be used in
this setting to obtain spectra associated to certain categories of gapped systems.
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1. Introduction
Segal introduced Γ-spaces in [30], as a way of constructing connective spectra from
the data of a category C with a zero object and a categorical sum. A Γ-space is a
functor FC : Γ0 → ∆∗ from the category of pointed finite sets to the category of
pointed simplicial sets. Spectra associated to Γ-spaces are obtained by extending
the functor to an endofunctor of ∆∗ and applying it to the spheres Sn, so that one
obtains a spectrum given by the sequence of spaces Xn = FC(Sn) with structure
maps S1 ∧ FC(Sn) → FC(S1 ∧ Sn) = Xn+1. In particular, when FC : Γ0 ↪→ ∆∗ is the
natural inclusion, that is, the Γ-space associated to the category C = Γ0 itself, one
obtains the sphere spectrum. More generally, it is known that all connective spectra
can in fact be obtained in this way, [4], [30], [33]. Moreover, Γ-spaces provide a very
transparent description of the smash product of spectra, [25].
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Throughout this paper we will use equivalently the Γ notation of Segal for the
category of finite pointed sets as well as the notation S∗. We trust that this will not
be a source of confusion.
The main purpose of this paper is developing probabilistic versions of the Segal
construction, in the setting of classical and quantum information. In the classical
setting, we replace the usual category of finite pointed sets used in homotopy theoretic
construction with a probabilistic version. Heuristically this corresponds to finite sets
where each of the points can be the base point with certain assigned probabilities. The
more precise formulation is in terms of a form of wreath product between the category
of finite pointed sets and the category of finite probabilities with stochastic maps.
More generally, one can start with any category C with a zero object and a categorical
sum (coproduct) and form a similar wreath product with the category FP of finite
probabilities. The resulting category PC still has a zero object and a coproduct,
where on the probabilities the coproduct is a product of statistically independent
distributions. The Segal construction [30] of Γ-spaces from categories with zero object
and sum can then be applied to the categories PC leading to associated spectra. For
the purpose of obtaining an explicit description in the particular case where C is the
category S∗ of finite pointed sets, we reformulate the usual notion of Γ-spaces using
the category of cubical sets 2∗ instead of simplicial sets. We then analyze the explicit
form of the Γ-space FPS∗ : Γ
0 → 2∗. We then show that the notion of Γ-space itself
can be made probabilistic, by considering functors F : PS∗ → P2∗ between the
corresponding probabilistic categories. These map a probabilistic pointed set ΛX to
a probabilistic pointed cubical set given by a Λ-convex combination of the cubical
sets associated to the pointed sets in ΛX by the original (non-probabilistic) Γ-space.
An information loss functional of the kind considered in [2] can be defined on the
category of finite probabilities FP and extended to the categories PS∗ and P2∗
of probabilistic pointed sets and probabilistic pointed cubical sets. As in the case
of [2] these information loss functionals are determined by a set of Khinchin-type
axioms and are always expressible in terms of a difference of Shannon entropies and
of topological invariants of cubical (or simplicial) sets.
We consider then a quantum information version QC of the probabilistic categories
PC, again starting with a category C with zero object and sum. In this case we
consider a category FQ of finite quantum probabilities (density matrices) with mor-
phisms given by quantum channels. The objects of the category QC are collections
of pairs of objects in C with an assigned amount of quantum interference (coherence)
specified by the entries of a density matrix. A similar version QAC uses a category
AC of arrows of C with associated density matrices. The category QC still has a zero
object and coproduct, hence one can again apply the Segal construction and obtain
Γ-spaces (as well as corresponding probabilistic Γ-spaces) and associated spectra. In
the case where the underlying deterministic category is C = S∗ the category of fi-
nite pointed sets, one can again describe explicitly the resulting topological spaces,
from which one can see directly that they are topologically more complex than their
counterparts in the case of classical probabilities.
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Finally, we consider a category FQ∆ of gapped systems related by gap preserving
quantum channels, and corresponding categories QC∆ realized as subcategories of
QC. We compute explicltly the associated Γ-space in the case of C = S∗. These
Γ-spaces provide a natural construction of connective spectra associated to gapped
systems.
In a broader perspective, we regard this as a first step in the direction of developing
a probabilistic version of homotopy theory. There are several reasons why this would
be a desirable goal. Mainly, one can think of the following sources of motivation:
• Physics: as mentioned above spectra and other homotopy theoretic methods
are widely regarded as an important approach to study gapped systems and
topological phases of matter, [15], [36]. Because of the quantum information
formulation of the problem, it is expected that a development of homotopy
theoretic methods that incorporate classical and quantum probabilities will
be a useful tool in this setting.
• Statistics: data analysis has incorporated topological methods in the form of
persistent topology and persistent homology, which are based on simplicial
sets associated to a collection of data points, [6]. A version of simplicial
sets and homotopy theoretic methods that incorporate probabilities may be
useful in developing better categorical structures in persistent topology (model
categories, etc.). This question was suggested by Jack Morava.
• Neuroscience: the idea of enriching algebraic structures with probabilities is
not new, and was in fact developed in great generality in [16] and found a wide
range of applications, including “pattern theory” in models of computer vision
and neuroscience. The use of simplicial and homotopy theoretic methods in
neuroscience is also advocated in [7], [26] and one expects that an adequate
treatment will have to include probabilities along with combinatorics, [27].
While the present paper only focuses on one particular aspect, namely probabilistic
versions of the Segal construction of spectra through Γ-spaces, and does not touch
upon these broader motivations and applications, one should regard the purpose of
this investigation within this more general context.
2. From pointed sets to probabilities
The category of pointed finite sets is a category with a zero object and a categorical
sum, hence one can apply to it the construction of [30] that produces a Γ-space and
a spectrum, which in this case is the sphere spectrum S = {Sn}, a result known as
the Barratt–Priddy–Quillen theorem.
The main heuristic observation that we want to formalize in this paper is the fact
that the Segal notion of Γ-spaces relies crucially on the construction of a category
of summing functors (which we will review briefly). These behave very much like
measures, so that one is lead to believe that the use of pointed sets in the construction
should in fact be seen as a proxy for a measure theoretic setting. The first step in
making this heuristic observation more rigorous is to consider generalizations of the
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category of pointed sets based on finite probability spaces. The main idea is to think
of pointed sets as a special case where the probability is a delta function supported
at the base point and morphisms are measure preserving maps (hence pointed maps).
The category of finite sets with probability measures considered in [2], [3] with
measure preserving morphisms satisfying (3.3) is not directly suitable for the ap-
plication of the Segal construction of [30]. Thus, we consider here some possible
modifications, in the form of categories of finite sets with probability distributions
and with stochastic maps.
2.1. Finite probabilities and stochastic map. We consider a category of finite
probability spaces and stochastic matrices defined as follows.
Definition 2.1. Let FP be the category whose objects are pairs (X,P ) of a finite set
X with a probability measure P . Morphisms
S ∈ MorFP((X,P ), (Y,Q))
are stochastic (#Y ×#X)-matrices S, with the following properties:
(1) Syx ≥ 0, for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y ;
(2)
∑
y∈Y Syx = 1 for all x ∈ X;
(3) the probability measures are related by Q = S P .
Remark 2.2. This category of stochastic matrices is not the same as the category
FinStoch of [13], where objects are finite sets without measures, so that the third
condition of Definition 2.1 above is not required. However, FP is the under category
1/FinStoch, as discussed after Definition 3 of [3].
Note that to a stochastic matrix S as above we can associate a multivalued function
fS : X → Y with fS(xj) = {yi ∈ Y : Sij > 0}. The morphisms are measure
preserving in the sense that the relation
(2.1) Qy =
∑
x∈X
SyxPx
holds, replacing the original (3.3). The category of finite probability measures con-
sidered in [2] is a subcategory of FP consisting of those morphisms where, for each
x there is a unique y = y(x) such that Syx > 0. In this case, by the stochastic con-
dition this value must be Syx = 1 hence S corresponds to a (single valued) function
f : X → Y satisfying (2.1), which in this case becomes the same as (3.3),
Qy =
∑
x∈f−1(y)
Px.
The sets of morphisms MorFP((X,P ), (Y,Q)) are convex sets.
Remark 2.3. The usual category of finite pointed sets can be seen as the subcategory
of FP given by elements of the form (X, δx0) and morphisms given by stochastic maps
S : (X, δx0)→ (Y, δy0) of the form Syx = χf−1(y)(x), with χ the indicator function, so
that δy0,y =
∑
x Syxδx0,x =
∑
x∈f−1(y) δx0,x.
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Remark 2.4. The objects (X,P ) of the category FP can be thought of as fuzzy sets,
with Px the value at the point x ∈ X of the membership function of the fuzzy set, [37].
2.1.1. Zero object. The singletons in the category of finite probabilities are zero ob-
jects.
Lemma 2.5. The category FP has zero objects given by singleton sets ({x}, 1).
Proof. For all objects (Y,Q) there is a unique morphism Qˆ : ({x}, 1)→ (Y,Q) which is
given by Qˆyx = Qy, and a unique morphism 1ˆ : (Y,Q)→ ({x}, 1) given by 1ˆxy = 1 for
all y ∈ Y , so that 1 = ∑y∈Y Qy = ∑y∈Y 1ˆxyQy. Thus, ({x}, 1) is a zero-object. 
We will use the notation 1ˆ(X,P ) for the unique morphism 1ˆ(X,P ) : (X,P )→ ({x}, 1),
whenever it is useful to keep track explicitly of the source object (X,P ).
2.1.2. The target morphism. Given any pair of objects (X,P ) and (Y,Q) in FP ,
there is always a distinguished morphism, which we denote by Qˆ : (X,P ) → (Y,Q),
which is defined by Qˆba = Qb. This clearly satisfies Qb =
∑
a QˆbaPa. We refer to this
morphism as “the target morphism”.
Lemma 2.6. The target morphism Qˆ : (X,P )→ (Y,Q) has the property that, given
any morphism S : (X ′, P ′) → (X,P ) and any morphism S ′ : (Y,Q) → (Y ′, Q′) the
compositions satisfy Qˆ ◦ S = Qˆ and S ′ ◦ Qˆ = Qˆ′.
Proof. We have (Qˆ ◦ S)ba′ =
∑
a QˆbaSaa′ = Qb
∑
a Saa′ = Qb for all a
′ ∈ X ′, and
(S ′ ◦ Qˆ)b′a =
∑
a′ S
′
b′a′Qa′ = Q
′
b′ for all a ∈ X. 
Remark 2.7. The target morphisms are the categorical zero morphisms, that is, the
morphisms that factor through the zero object.
2.2. Coproduct of finite probabilities. We want to construct a coproduct of finite
probabilities which reduces to the coproduct of pointed sets in the case where the
measures are delta measures.
2.2.1. Finite probabilities as combinations of pointed sets. We can equivalently regard
a finite probability (X,P ) as a finite set X where each point x ∈ X can be chosen
as the base point with probability Px. Thus, we can regard the object (X,P ) as a
formal convex combination of pointed sets,
(2.2) (X,P ) =
∑
x∈X
Px (X, x).
This interpretation means that we can embed the category FP of finite probabili-
ties in a category PS∗ of probabilistic pointed sets defined as follows.
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Definition 2.8. The category PS∗ of probabilistic pointed sets has objects that are
convex combinations of pointed sets
ΛX =
∑
i
λi(Xi, xi),
where Λ = (λi) wtih λi ≥ 0 and
∑
i λi = 1 and X = {(Xi, xi)} a finite collection of
pointed sets. The morphisms in PS∗ are given by Φ ∈ MorPS∗(ΛX,Λ′X ′) consisting
of a pair Φ = (S, F )
(1) S is a stochastic map with SΛ = Λ′
(2) F = (Fji) is a collection of probabilistic pointed maps Fji : (Xi, xi)→ (X ′j, x′j).
Here a probabilistic pointed map Fji is a finite set {Fji,a} of pointed maps Fji,a :
(Xi, xi)→ (X ′j, x′j) together with a set of probabilities µ(ji)a with
∑
a µ
(ji)
a = Sji.
Thus we regard a morphism between two probabilistic pointed sets as a collection
of probabilistic pointed maps F = {Fji,a}. This means that for a fixed source (Xi, xi)
and a point x ∈ (Xi, xi) the value F (x) is obtained by first choosing a map Fji,a with
probability µ
(ji)
a . Equivalently, one chooses the set Fji = {Fji,a} with probability Sji,
which is the sum of all the probabilities µ
(ji)
a of choosing one of the maps Fji,a in the
set. This includes the case where Fji consists of a single pointed map applied with
probability Sji.
Remark 2.9. The composition of two morphisms Φ = (S, F ) : ΛX → Λ′X ′ and Φ′ =
(S ′, F ′) : Λ′X ′ → ΣY is given by Φ′◦Φ = (S ′◦S, F ′◦F ), where S ′◦S is the product of
the stochastic matrices and F ′◦F = {(F ′◦F )ki} with the set (F ′◦F )ki = {F ′kj,a◦Fji,b}
with probabilities µ
(kj)
a µ
(ji)
b with
∑
a,b,j µ
(kj)
a µ
(ji)
b =
∑
j S
′
kjSji = (S
′ ◦S)ki, so that the
probability associated to the set (F ′ ◦ F )ki in F ′ ◦ F is (S ′ ◦ S)ki.
Remark 2.10. An embedding of the category FP in the category PS∗ is obtained
by mapping Λ = (λi) to the set Λ? =
∑
i λi({?i}, ?i). and morphisms SΛ = Λ′ to
Φ = (S,1) with 1 = {1ji} with probabilities Sji.
Remark 2.11. There is a forgetful functor from PS∗ to FP that maps ΛX to the
finite probability Λ and a morphism Φ = (S, F ) to the stochastic matrix S.
2.2.2. Zero objects. The category PS∗ of probabilistic pointes sets also has zero ob-
jects given by singletons.
Lemma 2.12. The objects ΛX given by a singleton set X = ({x}, x) and Λ = 1 are
zero objects in PS∗.
Proof. Given any object ΛX =
∑
i λi(Xi, xi), there is a unique morphism Φ = (S, F ) :
({x}, x) → ∑i λi(Xi, xi) with S = Λˆ, the unique morphism Λˆ from the zero-obejct
({x}, 1) of FP to the finite probability Λ and with F = (Fi) with Fi : x 7→ xi
with probability λi. Moreover, there is also a unique morphism Φ = (S, F ) : ΛX →
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({x}, x) where S = 1ˆΛ is the unique morphism in FP from the finite probability Λ
to the zero object ({x}, 1) and F = (Fi) with Fi : (Xi, xi) → ({x}, x) the constant
function with probability 1. 
2.2.3. Coproduct of probabilistic pointed sets. The category PS∗ has a coproduct in-
herited from the category of pointed sets.
Definition 2.13. Given ΛX =
∑N
i=1(Xi, xi) and Λ
′X ′ =
∑M
j=1 λ
′
j(X
′
j, x
′
j) we have
(2.3) ΛX q Λ′X ′ :=
∑
ij
λiλ
′
j (Xi, xi) ∨ (Yj, x′j),
with the usual coproduct of pointed sets
(Xi, xi) ∨ (Yj, x′j) = (Xi unionsq Yj/xi ∼ yj, xi ∼ yj).
In the case of two probabilistic pointed sets obtained from two finite probability
distributions as in (2.2), this corresponds to the intuition that one considers each
point x ∈ X as the base point with probability Px, and similarly with X ′. Thus,
when forming the coproduct, the probability that it is obtained by identifying x ∈ X
with x′ ∈ X ′ is the product of the probabilities Px and P ′x′ , namely the probability
of independently choosing x and x′ as the respective base points.
Lemma 2.14. The coproduct induced by (2.3) on probabilistic pointed sets obtained
from finite probability distributions as in (2.2) is the product of statistically indepen-
dent probabilities
(2.4) (X,P )q (X ′, P ′) = (X ×X ′, P · P ′).
Proof. In the case of two probabilistic pointed sets obtained from two finite proba-
bility distributions as in (2.2), this coproduct is given by
(2.5) (X,P )q (X ′, P ′) =
∑
x,x′
PxP
′
x′ (X, x) ∨ (X ′, x′).
We can interpret the right-hand-side of (2.4) as a probability space by applying
the forgetful functor from PS∗ to FP . This identifies it with the finite probability
(X ×X ′, P · P ′). 
Remark 2.15. It is preferable to work with the category PS∗ rather than with
FP , since just retaining the information of the finite probability would give the
same product probability space for any underlying binary operation on probabilistic
pointed sets, without remembering the specific operation on the underlying sets.
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2.2.4. Statistical independence: product or coproduct? It is well known that the cat-
egory of measure spaces or of finite probability spaces with measure preserving map
(hence also the category FP considered here) does not have a universal categorical
product, that is, an object X1 × X2 such that, for all morphisms f1 : X → X1 and
f2 : X → X2 there exists a unique morphism h : X → X1×X2 such that the diagram
commutes
(2.6) X
f1
zztt
tt
tt
tt
tt f2
$$J
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
J
h

X1 X1 ×X2pi1oo pi2 // X2
However, as shown in [11], the category of finite probability measures with measure
preserving maps is a “tensor category with projections”, namely a tensor category
(C,⊗) together with two natural transformations pii : ⊗ → Πi where Πi(X1, X2) = Xi,
such that for any pairs of morphisms fi : Yi → Xi, the diagram commutes:
Y1
f1

Y1 ⊗ Y2
piY1oo
piY2 //
f1⊗f2

Y2
f2

X1 X1 ⊗X2
piX1oo
piX2 // X2
In a tensor category with projections two morphisms fi : X → Xi are independent
if there exists a morphism h : X → X1 ⊗ X2 such that the product diagram (2.6)
commutes. In the category of finite probabilities with measure preserving maps this
notion of independence agrees with the usual notion of stochastic independence, with
(X1, P1)⊗ (X2, P2) = (X1 ×X2, P1P2)
the product of independent probability spaces.
Tensor categories with projections (semicartesian monoidal categories) have the
property that projections are unique when they exist, and their existence is equivalent
to the terminality of the unit, [23].
The point of view discussed here shows that the product of statistically independent
measures may be interpreted as a coproduct instead of a product on the category FP
of finite measures.
2.3. Universal property of the coproduct of probabilistic pointed sets. The
coproduct of Definition 2.13 in the category PS∗ satisfies the universal property.
Definition 2.16. Given objects ΛX =
∑
a λa(Xa, xa) and ΣY =
∑
k σk(Yk, yk) and
morphisms Φ = (S, F ) : ΛX → ΣY and Φ′ = (S ′, F ′) : Λ′X ′ → ΣY with SΛ =
Σ and S ′Λ′ = Σ and with F = {fka,r}Nr=1 with probabilities
∑
r µ
(ka)
r = Ska and
F ′ = {f ′ka′,r′}Mr′=1 with probabilities
∑
r′ µ
(ka)
r′ = S
′
ka we define F ∨ F ′ as the collection
{fka,r ∨ f ′ka′,r′} of pointed maps from the coproducts of pointed sets with probabilities
σ−1k µ
(ka)
r µ
(ka′)
r′ for σk 6= 0 and M−1µ(ka)r +N−1µ(ka
′)
r′ for σk = 0.
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Theorem 2.17. For any objects ΛX and Λ′X ′ in PS∗, there are unique morphisms
Ψ : ΛX → ΛX q Λ′X ′ and Ψ′ : Λ′X ′ → ΛX q Λ′X ′ such that, for any object ΣY ,
with Σ = (σk), in PS∗ and any choice of morphisms Φ = (S, F ) : ΛX → ΣY and
Φ′ = (S ′, F ′) : Λ′X ′ → ΣY , there is a unique morphism Φ q Φ′ : ΛX q Λ′X ′ → ΣY
such that the diagram commutes
(2.7) ΣY
ΛX
Φ
88qqqqqqqqqqq Ψ // ΛX q Λ′X ′
ΦqΦ′
OO
Λ′X ′ .
Φ′
ggNNNNNNNNNNN
Ψ′oo
where (Φqλ Φ′) = (S q S ′, F ∨ F ′) with
(2.8) (S qλ S ′)k,(a,a′) =
{
σ−1k · Sk,a · S ′k,a′ σk 6= 0
Sk,a + S
′
k,a′ σk = 0.
and with F ∨ F ′ as in Definition 2.16.
Proof. We have Ψ = (I,F) and Ψ′ = (I ′,F ′) where the morphisms I ∈ MorFP(Λ,Λ ·
Λ′), I ′ ∈ MorFP(Λ′,Λ · Λ′) are given by
(I)(b,b′),a = δab λ′b′ and (I ′)(b,b′),a′ = δa′b′ λb.
These satisfy IΛ = Λ · Λ′ and I ′Λ′ = Λ · Λ′. The probabilistic pointed maps F =
(F(b,b′),a) and F ′ = (F ′(b,b′),a′) are given by the standard pointed inclusion maps to the
coproduct of pointed sets F(b,b′),a = δabFb′b with Fb′b : (Xb, xb) ↪→ (Xb, xb) ∨ (X ′b′ , x′b′)
the inclusion map of the coproduct of pointed sets, chosen with probability λ′b′ , and
similarly F ′(b,b′),a′ = δa′b′F ′bb′ with and F ′bb′ : (X ′b′ , x′b′) ↪→ (Xb, xb) ∨ (X ′b′ , x′b′) the
inclusions taken with probabilities λb.
A morphism Θ : ΛX q Λ′X ′ → ΣY is given by Θ = (S˜, F˜ ) where S˜ ∈ MorFP(Λ ·
Λ′,Σ) and F˜ = {F˜k,(i,j)} is a collection of pointed maps F˜k,(i,j) = {F˜k,(i,j), s} from
the pointed sets (Xi, xi) ∨ (X ′j, x′j) to the pointed set (Yk, yk), with probabilities∑
s µ
(k,(i,j))
s = S˜k,(i,j).
The compositions Θ ◦Ψ and Θ ◦Ψ′ are given on the stochastic matrices by
(2.9)
∑
a,a′
S˜k,(a,a′)λaλ
′
a′ = σk, for Σ = (σk)
while the compositions with I and I ′ are given by
(2.10)
∑
a,a′
S˜k,(a,a′)I(a,a′),b =
∑
a,a′
S˜k,(a,a′)δabλ
′
a′ =
∑
a′
S˜k,(b,a′)λ
′
a′
(2.11)
∑
a,a′
S˜k,(a,a′)I ′(a,a′),b′ =
∑
a
S˜k,(a,b′)λa.
At the level of the pointed maps we have the compositions F˜ ◦F and F˜ ◦F ′, which are
compositions with the inclusions F˜ ◦F = {F˜k,(i,j),s ◦Fji} with probabilities µ(k,(i,j))s λ′j
and F˜ ◦ F ′ = {F˜k,(i,j),s ◦ F ′ij}, with probabilities µ(k,(i,j))s λi.
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The morphism S˜k,(a,a′) = σ
−1
k Sk,aS
′
k,a′ for σk 6= 0 and S˜k,(a,a′) = Sk,a + S ′k,a′ when
σk = 0 satisfies (2.9), since in the case σk 6= 0∑
a,a′
σ−1k Sk,aS
′
k,a′λaλ
′
a′ = σ
−1
k σ
2
k
while in the case with σk = 0 we have
∑
a,a′(Sk,a + S
′
k,a′)λaλ
′
a′ = 0 since
∑
a Sk,aλa =∑
a′ S
′
k,a′λ
′
a′ = 0. Moreover, we have
(2.12)
∑
a,a′ σ
−1
k Sk,aS
′
k,a′I(a,a′),b = σ−1k Sk,b
∑
a′ S
′
k,a′λa′ = Sk,b σk 6= 0∑
a,a′(Sk,a + S
′
k,a′)I(a,a′),b = Sk,b +
∑
a′ S
′
k,a′λa′ = Sk,b σk = 0.
By the universal property of the coproduct of pointed sets, there is a unique map
fki,r ∨ f ′kj,r′ with the property that (fki,r ∨ f ′kj,r′) ◦Fji = fki,r and (fki,r ∨ f ′kj,r′) ◦F ′ij =
f ′kj,r′ . We consider the resulting map F ∨F ′ as in Definition 2.16, with the probability
assigned to fki,r ∨ f ′kj,r′ given by σ−1k µ(ki)r µ(kj)r′ for σk 6= 0 and µ(ki)r + µ(kj)r′ for σk = 0.
Then the probability associated to the composition (fki,r ∨ f ′kj,r′) ◦ Fji is given by
σ−1k µ
(ki)
r µ
(kj)
r′ λ
′
j when σk 6= 0 and (M−1µ(ki)r +N−1µ(kj)r′ )λ′j when σk = 0. Since for all
j, r′ the composition is equal to fki,r the probabilities correspondingly should add up.
Indeed, we have ∑
j,r′
σ−1k µ
(ki)
r µ
(kj)
r′ λ
′
j = µ
(ki)
r σ
−1
k
∑
j
S ′kjλ
′
j = µ
(ki)
r
when σk 6= 0, while in the case with σk = 0 we have∑
j,r′
(M−1µ(ki)r +N
−1µ(kj)r′ )λ
′
j = µ
(ki)
r +N
−1∑
j
S ′kjλ
′
j = µ
ki
r .
The counting of probabilities for the compositions (fki,r ∨ f ′kj,r′) ◦ F ′ij = f ′kj,r′ is
analogous. Thus, we find that there is a unique choice of F˜ = F ∨ F ′ with the
property that F˜ ◦ F = F and F˜ ◦ F ′ = F ′. Thus, we obtain that (Φ qλ Φ′) ◦Ψ = Φ
and (Φqλ Φ′) ◦Ψ′ = Φ′. 
2.4. Probabilistic categories as wreath products. The same procedure we used
to pass from the category of finite pointed sets S∗ to its probabilistic counterpart PS∗
can be generalized to a procedure that associates to a category C with a zero object
0 and a categorical sum (coproduct) ⊕ a new category PC, which is the probabilistic
version of C.
Definition 2.18. PC is the category whose objects are formal finite convex combi-
nations
ΛC =
∑
i
λiCi,
with Λ = (λi) with
∑
i λi = 1 and Ci ∈ Obj(C) and with morphisms Φ : ΛC → Λ′C ′
given by pairs Φ = (S, F ) with S a stochastic matrix with SΛ = Λ′ and F = {Fab,r}
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a finite collection of morphisms Fab,r : Cb → C ′a with assigned probabilities µabr with∑
r µ
ab
r = Sab.
As before, we interpret the collection F as a mapping of Ca to C
′
b obtained by
choosing one of the morphism in the collection {Fab,r} so that the probability of
choosing Fab,r is µ
ab
r .
Remark 2.19. The same argument used in Lemma 2.12 and Theorem 2.17 shows
that if C has a zero object and a categorical sum, then PC also has a zero object,
given by the zero object of C with Λ = 1 and a categorical sum given by ΛCqΛ′C ′ =∑
i,j λiλ
′
jCiqCC ′j, which satisfies the the universal property, with ΦqΦ′ : ΛCqΛ′C ′ →
ΣC ′′ given by ΦqΦ′ = (SqS ′, F qF ′), where (SqS ′)u,(a,a′) = σ−1u SuaS ′ua′ for σu 6= 0
and (S q S ′)u,(a,a′) = Sua + S ′u,a′ if σu = 0, and with F q F ′ = {Fua,r qC Fua′,r′} with
probabilities σ−1u µ
ua
r µ
ua′
r′ for σu 6= 0 and M−1µuar +N−1µua′r′ for σu = 0.
Remark 2.20. The construction of PC from C can be seen as a wreath product
FP o C of the category C with the category FP of finite probabilities.
3. Information loss
We recall here some results about information loss from [2] that will be useful in
the following sections.
3.1. Information loss. In classical information, the Shannon entropy of a measure
P = (Pi) on a finite set of cardinality n is defined as
(3.1) S(P ) = −
n∑
i=1
Pi logPi.
It is well known that the function (3.1) can be characterized uniquely (up to an overall
multiplicative constant C > 0) by a set of simple axioms, the Khinchin axioms [20]
expressing the properties of continuity, maximality at the equidistribution, additivity
over subsystems S(A ∪ B) = S(A) + S(B|A), and expansibility (compatibility with
respect to changing the dimension n). These axioms were also formulated in a more
concise way in [9].
The Kullback–Leibler divergence, or relative entropy of two probability distribu-
tions P,Q on the same finite set Σ with #Σ = n is given by
(3.2) KL(P ||Q) = −
∑
i
Pi log
Qi
Pi
.
It is not a metric (it is not symmetric, it can take infinite value, and does not satisfy
a triangle inequality) but it defines a metric (the Fisher–Rao information metric)
when considering the leading term in the expansion KL(P + h||P + h′). In the case
of probability distributions P,Q on different sets related through a map f : Σ→ Σ′,
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it is possible to compare them in a similar way via a particular case of conditional
entropy H(P |Q) (see §3 of [2]).
More precisely, consider then the category whose objects are finite sets Σ with
probability measures P with morphisms f : (Σ, P ) → (Σ′, Q) given by measure
preserving maps, satisfying
(3.3) Qj =
∑
i∈f−1(j)
Pi.
Then the information loss of a morphism f : (Σ, P ) → (Σ′, Q) is defined as the
conditional entropy
(3.4) I(f) =
∑
s∈Σ
Ps log
Qf(s)
Ps
= S(P )− S(Q).
The last equality holds as a consequence of the measure preserving assumption (3.3).
The setting can be generalized by considering finite measures not necessarily normal-
ized to probability measures, see [2], [3]. The expression in (3.4) can be viewed as
a Kullback–Leibler divergence between P and a non-normalized pullback measure of
Q along f .
It was proved in [2] that the information loss function I(f) of (3.4) satisfies an
axiomatic characterization (up to a constant multiplicative factor), which follows
from the Khinchin axioms of the Shannon entropy (as reformulated in [9]). The
characterizing axioms in this setting are
• Additivity under composition of morphisms: I(f ◦ g) = I(f) + I(g);
• Additivity under direct sums: I(f ⊕ g) = I(f) + I(g);
• Homogeneity under scaling: I(λf) = λI(f), for λ ∈ R∗+.
The last two properties are replaced by the single additivity over convex combinations
(3.5) I(λf ⊕ (1− λ)g) = λI(f) + (1− λ)I(g),
for λ ∈ [0, 1], if the normalization of measures is preserved, see [2]. Additivity under
composition plays the role of a functoriality property in the framework of [2].
3.2. Information loss and the category of stochastic maps. The argument of
[2] on the unique characterization of the information loss functional can be easily
adapted to the category FP of finite probability measures introduced above.
The sets of morphisms MorFP((X,P ), (Y,Q)) are convex sets, hence in particular
they are topological spaces, so we can consider continuous functions on these sets.
Definition 3.1. An information loss functional on FP is a continuous real valued
map on the set of morphisms H : MorFP → R with the properties
(1) the function H(S) = 0 on isomorphisms;
(2) for all S ∈ MorFP((X,P ), (Y,Q)) and all S ′ ∈ MorFP((Y,Q), (Z,Q′))
(3.6) H(S ′ ◦ S) = H(S ′) +H(S)
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(3) for all S ∈ MorFP((X,P ), (Y,Q)) and S ′ ∈ MorFP((X ′, P ′), (Y,Q)) and λS⊕
(1− λ)S ′ ∈ MorFP((X unionsqX ′, λP ⊕ (1− λ)P ′), (Y,Q))
(3.7) H(λS ⊕ (1− λ)S ′) = λH(S) + (1− λ)H(S ′) +H(1ˆ(λ,1−λ)),
for 1ˆ(λ,1−λ) the unique morphism from ({x, y}, (λ, 1− λ)) to the zero object.
With respect to the last property listed above, note that the operation of taking a
disjoint union XunionsqX ′ with the weighted sum of probabilities λP ⊕(1−λ)P ′ is not the
coproduct in the category. We discuss the behavior with respect to the coproduct in
Corollary 3.5 below.
The following is essentially the same argument given in [2].
Lemma 3.2. For S ∈ MorFP((X,P ), (Y,Q)), setting H(S) = H(Q) − H(P ), with
H(P ) = −∑x∈X Px logPx the Shannon entropy satisfies all the properties of Defini-
tion 3.1.
Proof. The first three properties are clearly satisfied, since H(S) depends only on the
source and target probabilities P,Q, through the difference of values of H and the
Shannon entropy of finite probability distributions is invariant under isomorphisms.
The last property is satisfied because of the additivity over subsystems of the Shannon
entropy, namely the property that, for all probabilities P = (P1, . . . , Pn) and Qi
H(P1Q1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ PnQn) = H(P ) +
n∑
i=1
PiH(Qi).
In particular, for P = (λ, 1− λ), we obtain
H(λP ⊕ (1− λ)P ′) = H(λ, 1− λ) + λH(P ) + (1− λ)H(P ′).
This implies that, for S ∈ MorFP((X,P ), (Y,Q)) and S ′ ∈ MorFP((X ′, P ′), (Y,Q))
H(λS ⊕ (1− λ)S ′) = H(Q)− λH(P )− (1− λ)H(P ′)−H(λ, 1− λ),
where −H(λ, 1− λ) is identified with
H(1ˆ(λ,1−λ)) = H(1)−H(λ, 1− λ),
where H(1) = 0. 
Remark 3.3. Similarly, for S ∈ MorFP((X,P ), (Y,Q)) and S ′ ∈ MorFP((X,P ′), (Y,Q))
with λS + (1− λ)S ′ ∈ MorFP((X,λP + (1− λ)P ′), (Y,Q))
H(λS + (1− λ)S ′) = λH(S) + (1− λ)H(S ′) +H(1ˆ(λ,1−λ)),
and for S ∈ MorFP((X,P ), (Y,Q)) and S ′ ∈ MorFP((X,P ), (Y,Q′)) and λS + (1 −
λ)S ′ ∈ MorFP((X,P ), (Y, λQ+ (1− λ)Q′))
H(λS + (1− λ)S ′) = λH(S) + (1− λ)H(S ′)−H(1ˆ(λ,1−λ)),
while for S ∈ MorFP((X,P ), (Y,Q)) and S ′ ∈ MorFP((X,P ′), (Y,Q′)) and λS+ (1−
λ)S ′ ∈ MorFP((X,λP + (1− λ)P ′), (Y, λQ+ (1− λ)Q′)) we just have
H(λS + (1− λ)S ′) = λH(S) + (1− λ)H(S ′).
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Proposition 3.4. The properties (3.6) and (3.7) determine uniquely the information
loss functional, up to an overall non-zero multiplicative constant C. For a morphism
S ∈ MorFP((X,P ), (Y,Q)), the information loss is given by
(3.8) H(S) = C · (H(Q)−H(P )),
where H is the Shannon entropy
H(P ) = −
∑
x∈X
Px logPx.
Proof. The argument is essentially the same as in [2]. First observe that the com-
position of any morphism S ∈ MorFP((X,P ), (Y,Q)) with the unique morphism
1ˆ(Y,Q) : (Y,Q)→ ({x}, 1) is
1ˆ(X,P ) = 1ˆ(Y,Q) ◦ S : (X,P )→ ({x}, 1).
Thus, property (3.6) gives
H(S) = H(1ˆ(X,P ))−H(1ˆ(Y,Q)).
It then suffices to show that
H˜(P ) := −H(1ˆ(X,P )) = C ·H(P )
is the Shannon entropy, up to a multiplicative constant. To this purpose it is sufficient
to check thatH(1ˆ(X,P )) satisfies the Khinchin axioms as formulated in [9]. The vanish-
ing ofH(S) on isomorphisms S implies thatH(1ˆ(X,P )) is invariant under isomorphisms
of (X,P ). Invariance under isomorphisms also implies that H(1ˆ({x},1)) = H˜(1) = 0.
Continuity follows from the continuity of H(S). Thus, we only need to show that
H˜(P ) satisfies the “additivity over subsystems” property of the Shannon entropy,
H˜(P1Q1, . . . , PnQn) = H˜(P ) +
n∑
i=1
PiH˜(Qi).
We proceed inductively. We have
H˜(λQ, (1− λ)Q′) = H˜(λ, 1− λ) + λH˜(Q) + (1− λ)H˜(Q′)
since
−H˜(λQ, (1− λ)Q′) = H˜(1)− H˜(λQ, (1− λ)Q′) = −H(λ1ˆ(Y,Q) ⊕ (1− λ)1ˆ(Y ′,Q′)),
with 1ˆ : (Y,Q) → ({x}, 1) and 1ˆ(Y ′,Q′) : (Y ′, Q′) → ({x}, 1), and with H˜(1) = 0.
Then we write
H˜(P0Q0, P1Q1, . . . , PnQn) = H˜(λQ, (1− λ)P ′1Q1, . . . , (1− λ)P ′nQn)
= H˜(λ, 1− λ) + λH˜(Q) + (1− λ)H˜(P ′1Q1, . . . , P ′nQn)
= H˜(λ, 1− λ) + λH˜(Q) + (1− λ)(H˜(P ′) +
∑
i
P ′i H˜(Qi)).
We identify
H˜(P0, . . . , Pn) = H˜(λ, (1− λ)P ′) = −H(λ1ˆ({x},1) ⊕ (1− λ)1ˆ(X′,P ′))
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hence we obtain
H˜(λ, 1− λ) + λH˜(1) + (1− λ)H˜(P ′),
so that
H˜(P0Q0, P1Q1, . . . , PnQn) = H˜(λ, (1− λ)P ′) + λH˜(Q) + (1− λ)
n∑
i=1
P ′i H˜(Qi))
= H˜(P0, . . . , Pn) +
n∑
i=0
PiH˜(Qi).

Corollary 3.5. The information loss functional evaluated on the coproduct S q S ′
of morphisms S : (X,P )→ (Y,Q) and S ′ : (X ′, P ′)→ (Y,Q) satisfies
H(S q S ′) = H(S) +H(S ′)−H(Qˆ),
with Qˆ : ({x}, 1)→ (Y,Q) the unique morphism from the zero object.
Proof. We have
H(S q S ′) = H(Q)−H(P )−H(P ′) = H(S) +H(S ′)−H(Q),
where we identify H(Q) = H(Q)−H(1) = H(Qˆ). 
4. Gamma spaces and finite probabilities
We have seen in the previous section that the category PS∗ of probabilistic pointed
sets and the category FP of finite probability spaces have a zero object and a cate-
gorical sum. Thus, one can apply to both of these categories the Segal construction
of Γ-spaces.
4.1. Gamma spaces. We recall the main idea of the Segal construction of Γ-spaces,
[30]. A Γ-space is a functor F : Γ0 → ∆∗ from the category of pointed finite sets to
the category of pointed simplicial sets.
Given a category C with zero object and categorical sum, one can construct an
associated Γ-space FC : Γ0 → ∆∗ in the following way. For a given pointed set
X ∈ Γ0 one considers the category ΣC(X) of summing functors ΦX : P (X) → C,
where P (X) is the category with objects the pointed subsets of X and morphisms
the inclusions and the functors satisfy the summing properties
(1) ΦX(?) = 0, the base point of X maps to the zero orbject of C
(2) ΦX(A∪A′) = ΦX(A)qΦX(A′) for any two points sets with A∩A′ = {?} and
with q the categorical sum of C.
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The morphisms of ΣC(X) are natural transformations that are isomorphisms. The
simplicial set FC(X) = NΣC(X) is the nerve of the category of summing functors.
Given a functor F : Cop × C → D, the coend ∫ C∈C F (C,C) is the initial cowedge,
where a cowedge to an object X in C is a family of morphisms hA : A→ X, for each
A ∈ C, such that, for all morphisms f : A→ B in C the following diagrams commute
F (B,A)
F (f,A)
//
F (B,f)

F (A,A)
hA

F (B,B)
hB // X.
Given a Γ-space F : Γ0 → ∆∗, it is possible to extend it to an endofunctor F :
∆∗ → ∆∗. Let Xn denote the finite pointed set in Γ0 with #Xn = n + 1. The
endofunctor of ∆∗ is obtained [4] (see also [29]) as the functor (still denoted by F )
that maps a pointed simpliciat set K ∈ ∆∗ to the coend
F : K 7→
∫ Xn∈Γ0
Kn ∧ F (Xn),
with natural assembly maps K ∧ F (K ′) → F (K ∧ K ′). Here the smash product
Kn ∧ F (Xn) attaches a copy of the simplicial set F (Xn) to each element in the set
Kn, which is the list of n-simplexes of K. Taking the coend then ensures that these
are glued together correctly according to the prescription of the face and degeneracy
maps of the simplicial set K.
The spectrum associated to the Γ-space is then obtained by considering the sim-
plicial sets given by the spheres Sn = S1 ∧ · · · ∧ S1, with the simplicial structure
induced by the simplicial circle S1 = ∆1/∂∆1. The maps K
′ ∧ F (K) → F (K ′ ∧K)
give rise to the structure maps S1 ∧ F (Sn) → F (Sn+1) of the spectrum defined by
the sequence of pointed simplicial sets Xn = F (S
n).
4.2. Cubical sets. It is possible to reformulate homotopy constructions in terms of
cubical sets rather than simplicial sets. Heuristically, while simplicial sets are modeled
on the combinatorics of finite sets, cubical sets are modeled on power sets. We will
see why this shift of viewpoint is relevant to the setting of probabilistic pointed sets.
We recall the basic definition of cubical sets, [5], [18], [19]. Let I be the unit
interval, considered as the combinatorial structure consisting of two vertices and an
edge connecting them. We also write |I| = [0, 1] for the geometric unit interval
given by its realization. Similarly, we write In for the n-cube, and |In| = [0, 1]n
for its geometric realization, for any n ≥ 0, with I0 a single point. The face maps
δai : In → In+1, for a ∈ {0, 1} and i = 1, . . . , n are given by
(4.1) δai (t1, . . . , tn) = (t1, . . . , ti−1, a, ti, . . . , tn)
while the degeneracy maps si : In → In−1 are given by
(4.2) si(t1, . . . , tn) = (t1, . . . , ti−1, ti+1, . . . , tn).
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These maps satisfy the cubical relations for i < j
(4.3) δbj ◦ δai = δai ◦ δbj−1 and si ◦ sj = sj−1 ◦ si
as well as the relations
(4.4)
δai ◦ sj−1 = sj ◦ δai i < j
sj ◦ δai = 1 i = j
δai−1 ◦ sj = sj ◦ δai i > j
The cube category C has objects In for n ≥ 0 and morphisms generated by the
face and degeneracy maps δai and si. A cubical set is a functor C : C
op → S to the
category of sets. We write Cn = C(In).
One can enlarge the category C to a category Cc that has additional degeneracy
maps γi : In → In−1 called connections (see [5])
(4.5) γi(t1, . . . , tn) = (t1, . . . , ti−1,max{ti, ti+1}, ti+2, . . . , tn).
These satisfy the relations
(4.6) γiγj = γjγi+1, i ≤ j; sjγi =
 γisj+1 i < js2i = sisi+1 i = jγi−1sj i > j ;
γjδ
a
i =

δai γj−1 i < j
1 i = j, j + 1, a = 0
δaj sj i = j, j + 1, a = 1
δai−1γj i > j + 1.
The connection maps γi are extra degeneracies. While the usual degeneracy maps si
identify opposite faces of a cube these additional degeneracies identify adjacent faces.
A cubical set with connection is a functor C : Copc → S to the category of sets.
The category of cubical sets has these functors as objects and natural transfor-
mations as morphisms, that is, a collection α = (αn) of morphisms αn : Cn → C ′n
satisfying the compatibilities α ◦ δai = δai ◦ α and α ◦ si = si ◦ α (and in the case with
connection α ◦ γi = γi ◦ α).
It is convenient to work with cubical sets with connection, as this corrects the
problem that the realization functor from cubical sets to topological spaces does not
preserve finite products. Moreover, when working with cubical sets with connection,
as shown in [1], there is a cubical classifying space and cubical nerve construction
(see also [10]) which is homotopy equivalent to the usual simplicial one.
We refer to the cubical nerve of a category C with the notation NCC. It is defined
as the cubical set with
(4.7) (NCC)n = Fun(In, C),
where In is the n-cube seen as a category with objects the vertices and morphisms
generated by the 1-faces (edges), and Fun(In, C) is the set of functors from In to C.
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4.3. Cubical Gamma spaces. We can consider the analog of Γ-spaces in the cubical
setting.
Definition 4.1. Let Γ = S∗ be the category of pointed sets. A pointed cubical set
with connection is a functor K : Copc → S∗. We denote by Kn = K(In) with ? ∈ Kn
the base point. We denote by 2∗ the category of pointed cubical sets with connection,
with objects the functors K : Copc → S∗ and morphisms the natural transformations.
A cubical Γ-space is a functor F : Γ0 → 2∗.
The Segal construction can be adapted to obtain cubical Γ-spaces from categories
with zero object and a categorical sum. One proceeds in the same way, by con-
structing the category of summing functors ΣC(X) for finite pointed sets X ∈ Γ0,
and then one takes the cubical nerve NCΣC(X). The resulting cubical Γ space
F CC : Γ
0 → 2∗ assigns to a pointed finite set X the pointed cubical set with con-
nection F CC (X) = NCΣC(X).
Since NCΣC(X) is homotopy equivalent to the simplicial nerve NΣC(X) (see [1])
there is no loss of generality in adopting this cubical setting for Γ-spaces.
4.4. The summing functors of probabilistic pointed sets. We consider again
the category PS∗ of probabilistic pointed set. For a choice of a finite pointed set
X ∈ Γ, we construct the category of summing functors ΣPS∗(X).
Theorem 4.2. Objects in the category ΣPS∗(X) of summing functors can be identified
with choices of a point Λ = {λx}x∈Xr{?} ∈ |IN |, with #X = N+1, with the summing
functor ΦΛ(A) = ΛAXA a combination of 2
NA pointed sets of cardinality NA = #A−1,
with probability distribution
(4.8) ΛA = {(t1, . . . , tNA) : tx ∈ {λx, (1− λx)}},
with morphisms given by permutations of the 2NA sequences in (4.8).
Proof. Given a finite pointed set X ∈ Γ with base point ?, let P (X) be the category
with objects the pointed subsets of X and morphisms given by inclusions. The objects
of ΣPS∗(X) consist of functors Φ : P (X)→ PS∗ satisfying Φ(?) = ({x}, x), the zero
object of PS∗ with Λ = 1, and, for any sets A,B ∈ P (X) with A ∩B = {?},
(4.9) Φ(A ∪B) = Φ(A)q Φ(B),
the coproduct in PS∗. In particular the condition (4.9) implies that, given a pointed
subset A ∈ P (X) the value Φ(A) is given by
(4.10) Φ(A) = qa∈Ar{?}Φ({?, a}).
Given a morphism in P (X), namely a pointed inclusion j : A ↪→ A′, we write
A′ = A ∨ B with B = (A′ r A) ∪ {?} so that Φ(A′) = Φ(A) q Φ(B). Then the
morphism Φ(j) in PS∗ is the map Ψ = (I,F) to the coproduct as in Theorem 2.17
Φ(j) = Ψ = (I,F) : Φ(A)→ Φ(A)q Φ(B).
In terms of probabilistic pointed sets, when we consider the union Xa ∪Xb of two
sets of the form Xa = {?, a} and Xb = {?, b}, this means that we select for both
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Xa and Xb the point ? as base point and then we take the coproduct of pointed sets
(Xa, ?)∨ (Xb, ?) = {?, a, b}. We can think of Xa and Xb as probabilistic pointed sets
of the form ΛXa = λa (Xa, ?)+(1−λa)(Xa, a) and ΛXb = λb (Xb, ?)+(1−λb)(Xb, b),
where λa and λb in [0, 1] are the respective probabilities of selecting ? as the basepoint,
instead of a or b. Thus, when we describe a pointed subset A ⊂ X as the coproduct
of pointed sets A = ∨a∈AXa we are selecting for each Xa the same basepoint ?,
when we view them as probabilistic pointed sets. Thus, A can be obtained from the
probabilistic pointed sets {ΛXa}a∈Ar{?} with probability
(4.11) λA =
∏
a∈Ar{?}
λa.
If λx 6= 0 for all x ∈ X, these probabilities satisfy the multiplicative inclusion-
exclusion relation
(4.12) λA∪B =
λA · λB
λA∩B
.
Given a pointed subset A ∈ P (X) and an assignment of values {λa}a∈Ar{?}, with
λa ∈ (0, 1), there is a uniquely determined probabilistic pointed set, which we de-
note by ΛAXA, such that the pointed set A occurs in the combination ΛAXA with
probability
∏
a∈Ar{?} λa. For example, for A = {?, a, b}, the associated probabilistic
pointed set is of the form
ΛAXA = λaλb({?, a} ∨ {?b}, ? ∼ ?) + λa(1− λb)({?, a} ∨ {?b}, ? ∼ b)
+(1− λa)λb({?, a} ∨ {?b}, a ∼ ?) + (1− λa)(1− λb)({?, a} ∨ {?b}, a ∼ b).
Similarly for #A = NA + 1, the probabilistic pointed set ΛAXA is a combination of
2NA terms with probability distribution ΛA = {t1 · · · t#A : ta ∈ {λa, (1− λ)a}}.
This shows that in order to construct a summing functor Φ : P (X) → PS∗ it
suffices to assign a choice of coefficients {λx}x∈Xr{?} ∈ |IN | with N = #X − 1
and that, conversely, a summing functor determines a collection of λx as the prob-
abilities assigned to the pointed sets {?, a} in Φ({?, a}) = ΛXa. Morphisms in the
category ΣPS∗(X) are natural transformations that are isomorphisms on objects,
ηA : Φ(A)
'→ Φ′(A) compatible with inclusions j : A ↪→ A′, with Φ′(j)◦ηA = ηA′◦Φ(j).
These are morphisms ηA : ΛAXA → Λ′AX ′A in PS∗, with ηA = (SA, FA) with
SA ∈ MorFP(ΛA,Λ′A) an isomorphism and FA = {(FA)ab,r} a collection of pointed
isomorphisms between the pointed sets in the combination XA and the pointed sets
in the combination X ′A, with probabilities
∑
r µ
(ab)
r = (SA)ab. The only stochastic
matrices with a stochastic inverse are permutation matrices, hence the probabilities
ΛA and Λ
′
A are related by a permutation so (SA)ab are either 0 or 1. Thus, the under-
lying pointed sets are identified by isomorphisms Fa,r with probabilities
∑
r µr = 1.
The probability ΛA consists of all sequences t1 · · · tN with ti ∈ {λai , (1 − λai)}, for
#A = N + 1 and {λx}x∈Xr{?} specifying the summing functor Φ. Thus, a permuta-
tion relating ΛA and ΛA′ , compatibly with morphisms Φ(j) and Φ
′(j) induced by the
inclusions j : A ↪→ B, is a permutation of the 2N sequences t1 · · · tN . 
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Proposition 4.3. The cubical nerve NCΣPS∗(X) has sets
Kn = (NCΣPS∗(X))n = Fun(In,ΣPS∗(X))
given by all the assignments of a pair (Λ,Pn) consisting of a point Λ = {λx}x∈Xr{?} ∈
|I#X−1| and a pointed polytope with 2n vertices Pn = {(t1, . . . , tn) : ti ∈ {λxi , 1 −
λxi}}, and distinguished vertex the sequence (λx1 , . . . , λxn).
Proof. The cubical nerve of the category ΣPS∗(X) = {ΣPS∗(X)n} is constructed by
considering, for all n ≥ 0, the set of functors Θ : In → ΣPS∗(X). The objects of
In are the vertices of the cube In, namely all the sequences v = (s1, . . . , sn) with
si ∈ {0, 1}. To each vertex v of In, a functor Θ : In → ΣPS∗(X) associates an object
of ΣPS∗(X), that is, a summing functor Φv : P (X) → PS∗, which is specified, as
above, by the choice of a point {λx}x∈Xr{?} in the realization cube |I#X−1|. The
morphisms in In are generated by the edges e of the cube and the image of any
of these morphisms under Θ is a natural transformation of functors Φv and Φv′
associated to adjacent vertices {v, v′} = ∂e of In. These natural transformations
are permutations, corresponding to the exchange of the sequences v, v′ ∈ {0, 1}n,
relating the 2n sequences of ΛAXA = Φv(A) and Λ
′
AX
′
A = Φv′(A). Thus, we can
identify the datum of a functor Θ : In → ΣPS∗(X) with the assignment of a point
{λvx}x∈Xr{?} ∈ |I#X−1| at each vertex v ∈ In together with a product probability
space
(4.13) P(v) =
n∏
i=1
(λvxi , 1− λvxi) = ({0, 1}n, (t1, . . . , tn)ti∈{λvxi ,1−λvxi}).
The set P(v) has a distinguished point given by the sequence (λx1 , . . . , λxn), by (4.11).
The sequences Λv and Λv
′
associated to adjacent vertices are related by the permu-
tation that exchanges v = (s1, . . . , sn) and v
′ = (s′1, . . . , s
′
n) in {0, 1}n, so that the
sequences (λvx1 , . . . , λ
v
xn) and (λ
v′
x1
, . . . , λv
′
xn) are related by the same permutation. Ad-
jacent vertices v, v′ are sequences in {0, 1}n that differ at a single digit. Thus, the
condition implies that the corresponding sequences Λv and Λv
′
also differ at a single
xi where λxi is exchanged with (1 − λxi). We can then identify the pairs (Λv,P(v))
consisting of a point Λv = {λvx}x∈X ∈ |I#X | and a pointed polytope with 2n vertices
P(v) = {(t1, . . . , tn) : ti ∈ {λvxi , 1 − λvxi}}, that satisfy these permutation conditions
for all adjacent vertices with a single choice of Λ = {λx}x∈Xr{?} ∈ |I#X−1| (indepen-
dent of n) and a single pointed polytope Pn = {(t1, . . . , tn) : ti ∈ {λxi , 1−λxi}} with
base point (λx1 , . . . , λxn). 
The geometric realization |K| of K = {Kn} is obtained as
|K| =
∞⋃
n=1
Kn × |In|/ ∼
with the relation identifying faces (x, δai (t)) ∼ (δai (x), t), degeneracies (x, si(t)) ∼
(si(x), t), and connections (x, γi(t)) = (γi(x), t).
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Proposition 4.4. The geometric realization |NCΣPS∗(X)| is given by⋃
Z∈|IN |
|INZ |,
where #X = N + 1 and |INZ | the geometric N-cube with vertices {(t1, . . . , tN) : ti ∈
{zi, 1− zi}}, for Z = {zi}Ni=1 ∈ |IN | = [0, 1]N .
Figure 1. The realization |NCΣPS∗(X)| for X = {?, x}.
4.5. Smash product. The category S∗ of pointed finite sets has a smash product
operation given by (X, x)∧ (Y, y) = (X × Y/(X ×{y} ∪ {x}× Y ), z) with z the base
point obtained from quotienting the subspace X × {y} ∪ {x} × Y .
This extends to a smash product K ∧K ′ of pointed cubical sets K,K ′ : Copc → S∗,
as in the case of pointed simplicial sets.
The smash product can be extended to the category PS∗ by taking
(4.14) ΛX ∧ Λ′X ′ =
∑
ij
λiλ
′
j(Xi ∧ Yj, zij),
for ΛX =
∑
i λi(X, xi) and Λ
′X ′ =
∑
j λ
′
j(X
′
j, x
′
j).
Note, however, that as observed in §2.2.4 the product of statistically independent
probability spaces does not satisfy the universal property of a categorical product.
5. Stochastic Gamma spaces
In the previous section we constructed a category PS∗ of probabilistic pointed sets
and a related category FP of finite probability spaces, which have with zero objects
and a categorical sum and we have applied the Segal construction of Gamma spaces
[30]. The resulting Γ space FPS∗ can be seen as a generalization of the Γ-space FS∗
associated to the sphere spectrum, with S∗ the category of pointed finite sets.
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Here we change the viewpoint, and we modify the Segal construction in the same
manner in which we have modified the category Γ0 of pointed finite sets to its prob-
abilistic version PS∗. Namely we make both the notion of Gamma spaces and the
associated construction of spectra stochastic.
5.1. probabilistic pointed cubical sets. We consider here a probabilistic version
of the category 2∗ of pointed cubical sets, modeled on the probabilistic version PS∗
of the category S∗ of finite pointed sets.
Definition 5.1. The category P2∗ is obtained as a wreath product of the category
2∗ and the category of finite sets FP according to the general procedure of Defini-
tion 2.18. Namely, objects of P2∗ are formal convex combinations ΛK =
∑
i λiKi
of objects Ki ∈ P2∗, that is, functors Ki : Copc → S∗. Morphisms in P2∗ between
objects ΛK and Λ′K ′ are pairs Φ = (S, η) of a stochastic matrix S with SΛ = Λ′
and a collection η = {ηij,r} with ηij,r : Kj → K ′i natural transformations chosen with
probabilities µijr with
∑
r µ
ij
r = Sij. A probabilistic pointed cubical set with connection
is an object in P2∗.
Lemma 5.2. The category P2∗ of probabilistic pointed cubical sets as in Defini-
tion 5.1 can be identified with the category of functors
(5.1) K : Copc → PS∗.
with morphisms given by natural transformations.
Proof. An object ΛK in P2∗ defines a fuctor K with K(In) =
∑
i λiKi(In) in PS∗.
Moreover, a morphism (S, η = {ηij,r}) in P2∗ defines a natural transformation η :
K = ΛK → K′ = Λ′K ′ with (S, ηn) the morphisms in PS∗ Λ′ = SΛ and ηn =
{ηn,ij,r} : Kj(In) → Ki(In). Conversely, a functor K : Copc → PS∗ given, for each n,
an object K(In) = Λ(n)K(n) ∈ PS∗. The compatibility with the faces, degeneracies,
and connections δai , σi, and γi implies that there are morphisms
Φδ = (Sδ, δ), Φσ = (Sσ, σ), Φγ = (Sγ, γ),
with Φδ = (Φδ
a
i )u,u′ , Φ
σ = (Φσi )u,u′ , and Φ
γ = (Φγi )u,u′ satisfying the cubical relations.
In particular, the relations (4.3), (4.6) imply that the stochastic matrices Sδai , Sσi and
Sγi are invertible with stochastic inverses, hence all Λ
(n) = Λ up to permutations and
all the morphisms δ, σ, γ consist of a single morphism applied with probability one.
Thus, up to a permutation of the terms, the Φδ, Φσ and Φγ are diagonal, given by the
identity on Λ and the usual faces, degeneracies, and connections on the underlying
pointed cubical sets. Thus, K = ΛK is an object of P2∗ as in Definition 5.1 and the
natural transformations are also given by morphisms in P2∗. 
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5.2. Stochastic Gamma spaces. We extend then the definition of Γ-spaces to the
probabilistic setting as follows.
Definition 5.3. A probabilistic cubical Γ-space is a functor F : PS∗ → P2∗.
The Segal construction assigns a Γ-space FC to a category C with zero objects and a
categorical sum. We show here that the construction extends to obtain a probabilistic
Γ space.
5.2.1. Stochastic summing functors. Given an object ΛX =
∑
i λi(Xi, xi) in PS∗, we
consider a category P(ΛX) defined as follows.
Definition 5.4. The category P(ΛX) has objects ΛA = ∑i λi(Ai, xi) with (Ai, xi) ∈
P (Xi, xi), where P (Xi, xi) is the category of pointed subsets and inclusions. Mor-
phisms in P(ΛX) are morphisms ΦA,A” : ΛA → ΛA′ where the stochastic ma-
trix S is the identity and FA,A′ = {FAi,A′i} is a collection of pointed inclusions
FAi,A′i : (Ai, xi) ↪→ (A′i, xi) applied with probability 1.
Let C be a category with zero object and coproduct and let PC be its probabilistic
category as in Definition 2.18.
Definition 5.5. Let C be a category with zero objects and a categorical sum and let
ΛX be an object in PS∗. The category PΣC(ΛX) has objects the summing functors
Θ : P(ΛX) → C and morphisms the natural transformations that are isomorphisms
on objects.
Definition 5.6. A summing functor Θ : P(ΛX) → PC is a functor satisfying
Θ(
∑
i λi(Ai, xi)) =
∑
i λiΘi(Ai, xi), where Θi : P (Xi, xi) → PC are summing func-
tors in ΣPC(Xi, xi). The category PΣPS(ΛX) has objects the summing functors
Θ : P(ΛX) → PC and morphisms given by natural transformations {ηi} of the
summing functors Θi that are isomorphisms on objects.
Lemma 5.7. The the cubical nerve NC(PΣPC(ΛX)) can be identified with the prob-
abilistic pointed cubical set
∑
i λiNC(ΣPC(Xi, xi)).
Proof. The cubical nerve is given by (NC(PΣPC(ΛX))n = Fun(In,PΣPC(ΛX)). Thus,
to each vertex v ∈ In one assigns a summing functor Θv =
∑
i λiΘv,i and to each
edge e ∈ In one assigns a natural transformation ηe = {ηe,i}. Thus, a point in
NC(PΣPC(ΛX)) is specified uniquely by a choice of points in the NC(ΣPC(Xi, xi))
and viceversa, so that we can identify NC(PΣPC(ΛX)) with the data of a probabilis-
tic pointed cubical set given by the formal combination
∑
i λiNC(ΣPC(Xi, xi)). 
Lemma 5.8. Given C a category with zero object and coproduct and PC its proba-
bilistic category as in Definition 2.18, one obtains an associated probabilistic cubical
Γ-space FPC : PS∗ → P2∗
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Proof. The functor FPC : PS∗ → P2∗ assigns to an object ΛX =
∑
i λi(Xi, xi) ∈
Obj(PS∗) the probabilistic pointed cubical set
∑
i λiNC(ΣPC(Xi, xi)). To a morphism
Φ = (S, F ) ∈ MorPS∗(ΛX,Λ′X ′) with SΛ = Λ′ and F = {Fij,r} with probabilities
with
∑
r µ
ij
r = Sij, the functor assigns the morphism of probabilistic pointed cubical
sets with the same stochastic matrix S and with a collection φij,r : NC(ΣPC(Xj, xj))→
NC(ΣPC(X ′i, x′i)) applied with the same probabilities µijr . 
Remark 5.9. As in the case of ordinary Γ-spaces, we can extend the functors F :
PS∗ → P2∗ to endofunctors F : P2∗ → P2∗ by an analogous coend construction.
5.3. Smash product of stochastic Γ-spaces. In the usual setting of pointed sets
and pointed simplicial sets, an advantage of using Γ-spaces to construct spectra lies
in the fact that there is a simple construction of a smash product for Γ-spaces, [25].
The main drawback of restricting attention to spectra obtained from Γ-spaces is that
the construction only gives rise to connective spectra, [30], [33].
The category Γ0 of finite pointed sets has a smash product functor ∧ : Γ0×Γ0 → Γ0,
with ((X, x), (Y, y) 7→ (X, x)∧(Y, y) = (X×Y/(X×{y}∪{x}×Y ), ?), which extends
to a smash product K ∧K ′ of arbitrary pointed (simplicial) sets.
The smash product of Γ-spaces constructed in [25] is obtained by first associating
to a pair F, F ′ : Γ0 → ∆∗ of Γ-spaces a bi-Γ-space F ∧˜F ′ : Γ0 × Γ0 → ∆∗
(F ∧˜F ′)((X, x), (Y, y)) = F (X, x) ∧ F ′(Y, y)
and then defining
(F ∧ F ′)((X, x) = colim(X1,x1)∧(X2,x2)→(X,x)(F ∧˜F ′)((X1, x1), (X2, x2)),
where (X1, x1) ∧ (X2, x2) is the smash product ∧ : Γ0 × Γ0 → Γ0. It is shown in [25]
that, up to natural isomorphism, this smash product is associative and commutative
and with unit given by the Γ-space S, and that the category of Γ-spaces is symmetric
monoidal with respect to this product.
Definition 5.10. Given two probabilistic cubical Γ-spaces F, F ′ : PS∗ → P2∗, we
set
(5.2) (F ∧˜F ′)(ΛX,Λ′Y ) = F (ΛX) ∧ F ′(Λ′Y )
where ΛK ∧ Λ′K ′ in P2∗ is defined as in (4.14)
(5.3) ΛK ∧ Λ′K ′ =
∑
i,j
λiλjKi ∧K ′j,
with Ki ∧K ′j the smash product in 2∗. One then defines
(5.4) (F ∧ F ′)(ΛX) = colimΛ1X1∧Λ2X2→ΛX(F ∧˜F ′)((Λ1X1), (Λ2X2)).
The morphisms Λ1X1 ∧ Λ2X2 → ΛX are of the form Su,(a,a′) = λ−1u SuaS ′ua′ when
λu 6= 0 and Su,(a,a′) = Sua + S ′ua′ otherwise and f ∧ f ′ = {fua,r ∧ f ′ua′,r′} with proba-
bilities λ−1u µ
ua
r µ
ua′
r′ or M
−1µuar +N
−1µua
′
r′ , respectively when λu 6= 0 or λu = 0.
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6. Information loss on probabilistic categories
We extend here the information loss functional on FP discussed in §3.1 to proba-
bilistic categories PC and in particular to the category PS∗ of probabilistic pointed
sets and the category P2∗ of probabilistic pointed cubical sets.
6.1. Probabilistic categories and information. Let C be a category with zero
object and coproduct and let PC be the associated probabilistic category FP o C
constructed as in Definition 2.18.
Lemma 6.1. The sets of morphisms MorPC(ΛC,Λ′C ′) are convex sets.
Proof. Given Φ,Φ′ ∈ MorPC(ΛC,Λ′C ′) and any λ ∈ [0, 1] we obtain a morphism
λΦ + (1−λ)Φ′ as follows. We have Φ = (S, F ) and Φ′ = (S ′, F ′) with S, S ′ stochastic
matrices with SΛ = Λ′ and S ′Λ = Λ′ and F = {Fab,r} and F ′ = {F ′ab,r′} with
respective probabilities µabr and ν
ab
r′ with
∑
r µ
ab
r = Sab and
∑
r′ ν
ab
r′ = S
′
ab. The
combination Sλ = λS + (1 − λ)S ′ is a stochastic matrix with SλΛ = Λ′. We take
Fλ = {Fab,r} ∪ {F ′ab,r′} with probabilities λµabr and (1− λ)νabr′ . We obtain in this way
a morphism λΦ + (1− λ)Φ′ = (Sλ, Fλ) ∈ MorPC(ΛC,Λ′C ′). 
In the same way, we also have the following forms of convex combinations in the
category PC.
Lemma 6.2. Given objects ΛC, Λ′C ′ and ΣC ′′ in PC, and given λ ∈ [0, 1], consider
the object
(6.1) λΛC + (1− λ)Λ′C ′ :=
∑
i
λλiCi +
∑
j
(1− λ)λ′jC ′j.
A choice of morphisms Φ ∈ MorPC(ΛC,ΣC ′′) and Φ′ ∈ MorPC(Λ′C ′,ΣC ′′) determines
a morphism
(6.2) λΦ + (1− λ)Φ′ ∈ MorPC(λΛC + (1− λ)Λ′C ′,ΣC ′′)
with stochastic matrix λS+(1−λ)S ′ and morphisms {Fua,r}∪{F ′ua′,r′} with probabili-
ties λµuar and (1−λ)µua′r′ . Similarly, given objects ΛC, ΣC ′, ΣC ′′, one can form an ob-
ject λΣC ′+(1−λ)ΣC ′′ and morphisms λΦ+(1−λ)Φ′ ∈ MorPC(ΛC, λΣC ′+(1−λ)ΣC ′′)
with λS+(1−λ)S ′ and with {Fua,r}∪{F ′u′a,r′} with probabilities λµuar and (1−λ)µu′ar′ .
Definition 6.3. An information loss functional
H : ∪ΛC,Λ′C′MorPC(ΛC,Λ′C ′)→ R
is characterized by the properties:
(1) vanishing on isomorphisms: H(Φ) = 0 if Φ is an isomorphism
(2) additivity under composition: H(Φ ◦ Φ′) = H(Φ) +H(Φ′)
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(3) extensivity under convex combinations:
H(λΦ + (1− λ)Φ′) = λH(Φ) + (1− λ)H(Φ′) +H(1ˆ(λ,1−λ)),
for objects and morphisms as in (6.1), (6.2), where 1ˆ(λ,1−λ) is the unique
morphism in PC from the object Λ0, with Λ = (λ, 1−λ) and 0 the zero object
of C to the zero object of PC.
We say that H is a strong information loss functional if it also satisfies the property
(4) inclusion-exclusion on coproducts:
H(ΦqPC Φ′) = H(Φ) +H(Φ′)−H(Σ̂C ′′),
for Φ ∈ Mor(ΛC,ΣC ′′), Φ′ ∈ Mor(Λ′C ′,ΣC ′′) and Σ̂C ′′ the unique morphism
from the zero object of PC to ΣC ′′.
Remark 6.4. Let C be a category with zero object and categorical sum, and let
PC be the associated probabilistic category. The category FP of finite probabilities
embeds in PC via the functor J : FP → PC that maps Λ = (λi) 7→
∑
i λi0i, a sum
of copies of the zero object of C and morphisms S to Φ = (S, 1).
Lemma 6.5. An information loss functional on PC satisfying the first three prop-
erties of Definition 6.3 restricts to the embedding of FP in PC as H(J (S)) =
κ(H(Λ′) − H(Λ)), where H(Λ) = −∑i λi log λi is the Shannon entropy, for some
constant κ 6= 0. The induced H ◦ J is a strong information loss functional.
Proof. This follows directly from Proposition 3.4, since the restriction to FP satisfies
the properties of an information loss functional on the category of finite probabili-
ties, which must then be of the form H(S) = κ(H(Λ′) − H(Λ)), for some κ 6= 0.
The condition of inclusion-exclusion on coproducts is automatically satisfied by the
induced information loss functional on FP , since for a product of statistically in-
dependent probabilities the Shannon entropy is additive, H(ΛΛ′) = H(Λ) + H(Λ′),
henceH(SqS ′) = κ(H(Σ)−H(ΛΛ′)) = H(S)+H(S ′)−κH(Σ), see Corollary 3.5. 
Lemma 6.6. An information loss functional on PC satisfying the first three prop-
erties of Definition 6.3 must be of the form H(Φ) = H˜(Λ′C ′) − H˜(ΛC), for Φ ∈
MorFP(ΛC,Λ′C ′), with H˜ : Obj(PC) → R given by H˜(ΛC) := −H(1ˆΛC) with 1ˆΛC
the unique morphism in PC between the object ΛC and the zero object of PC.
Proof. The argument is the same as in [2] and in the case of FP of Proposition 3.4,
namely the composition 1ˆΛ′C′ ◦ Φ = 1ˆΛC for all Φ ∈ MorPC(ΛC,Λ′C ′), hence by
additivity under composition H(Φ) = H(1ˆΛC)−H(1ˆΛ′C′). 
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Lemma 6.7. Let H be an information loss functional on PC satisfying the first three
properties of Definition 6.3, and let H˜(ΛC) := −H(1ˆΛC) be the associated functional
of Lemma 6.6. Then H˜ satisfies the extensivity property
(6.3) H˜(ΛC) = κH(Λ) +
∑
i
λiH˜(Ci) = κ(H(Λ) +
∑
i
λiH(Ci)),
where H(Λ) is the Shannon entropy and H˜ = κH : Obj(C) → R given by H˜(C) =
−H(1ˆC) with 1ˆC the unique morphism from C to the zero object of C.
Proof. This property follows from the property of extensivity under convex com-
binations for information loss functionals of Definition 6.3, which combined with
Lemma 6.5 gives
H˜(λΛC + (1− λ)Λ′C ′) = λH˜(ΛC) + (1− λ)H˜(Λ′C ′) + κH(λ, 1− λ).
One can then inductively show as in Proposition 3.4 that this implies the extensivity
property (6.3). 
Lemma 6.8. An information loss functional H on PC satisfying the first three
properties of Definition 6.3 induces a functional H : MorC(C,C ′) → R given by
H(f) = H˜(C ′) − H˜(C), with H˜ : Obj(C) → R as in Lemma 6.7. This functional
H : MorC(C,C ′)→ R satisfies the properties
(1) vanishing on isomorphisms: H(f) = 0 if f is an isomorphism
(2) additivity on compositions: H(f ◦ f ′) = H(f) +H(f ′)
If H is a strong information loss functional on PC satisfying also the fourth condition
of Definition 6.3 then H : MorC(C,C ′)→ R also satisfies
(3) inclusion-exclusion on coproducts: H(f qC f ′) = H(f) +H(f ′)−H(Cˆ ′′), for
f ∈ MorC(C,C ′′), f ′ ∈ MorC(C ′, C ′′), and Cˆ ′′ the unique morphism in C from
the zero object of C to C ′′.
Proof. The properties follow directly from the properties of the information loss func-
tional H : MorPC(ΛC,ΛC ′)→ R applied to objects given by a single C, C ′ in Obj(C)
with probabilities Λ = 1 and Λ′ = 1. 
In the case of categories C that also have a product, we can consider a more
restrictive kind of information loss functionals on PC, by requiring that the induced
information measure on C of Lemma 6.8 also has a compatibility with products.
Definition 6.9. If the category C has a product ⊗, then a functional H(f) = H˜(C ′)−
H˜(C) on the morphisms of C, satisfying the properties of Lemma 6.8 is multiplicative
if it also has the property that H˜ : Obj(C)→ R satisfies
(6.4) H˜(C ⊗ C ′) = H˜(C) · H˜(C ′).
Note that the function H˜ : Obj(C) → R being multiplicative does not imply any
multiplicativity property for H˜ : Obj(PC) → R, both because the product on C
does not extend to a categorical product on PC, as we previously discussed, and
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because the Shannon entropy H(Λ) behaves additively on products of statistically
independent measures, while H˜(C) behaves multiplicatively.
7. Information loss and probabilistic Gamma spaces
We show the existence of interesting information loss functionals on the category
P2∗ of probabilistic pointed cubical sets. By the results of Lemma 6.5, Lemma 6.6,
and Lemma 6.7, it suffices to construct an information loss functional associated to
the objects of 2∗, namely to the pointed cubical sets given by functors K : Copc → S∗,
which satisfies the three properties listed in Lemma 6.8.
The first two properties of Lemma 6.8 are satisfied by a functional of the form
H(K ′) − H(K) (with K and K ′ the source and target of the morphism) where H
is any real valued invariant of cubical (or simplicial) sets. For example, the Euler
characteristic, the Betti numbers, the chromatic number, etc. However, the third
property of Lemma 6.8, the inclusion-exclusion relation on coproducts restricts the
possible invariants that can be used to construct information loss functionals to in-
variants that behave like an Euler characteristic, in the sense that they satisfy an
inclusion-exclusion relation.
The Euler characteristic has an especially nice property among inclusion-exclusion
invariants, namely it is (up to a multiplicative constant) the only additive homotopy
invariant of finite CW complexes [8]. Moreover, it is the only homotopy invariant
that is determined by a local formula, by adding over vertices a rational contribution
given by an alternating sum of an averaged number of i-cells that contain the vertex,
see [24]. It is unclear, however, whether a local characterization of this kind holds
for invariants H˜ arising from information loss functionals.
Lemma 7.1. Let H be a strong information loss functional on PC with C = S∗ the
category of pointed sets. Then the inclusion-exclusion property for coproducts implies
that H˜(X, ?) satisfies the inclusion-exclusion relation
(7.1) H˜(A ∪B, ?) = H˜(A, ?) + H˜(B, ?)− H˜(A ∩B, ?)
for pointed subsets A,B of (X, ?). It also satisfies H˜(?) = 0.
Proof. The relation H(F qF ′) = H(F ) +H(F ′)−H(Yˆ ) combined with H(F qF ′) =
H˜(Y ) − H˜(X q X ′) and H(F ) = H˜(Y ) − H˜(X), H(F ′) = H˜(Y ) − H˜(X ′) gives
additivity on coproducts on objects
(7.2) H˜(X qX ′) = H˜(X) + H˜(X ′).
We write (A, ?) = qa∈Ar{?}({a, ?}, ?) and (B, ?) = qb∈Br{?}({b, ?}, ?) so that
H˜(A ∪B, ?) =
∑
x∈(A∪B)r{?}
H˜({x, ?}, ?)
=
∑
a∈Ar{?}
H˜({a, ?}, ?) +
∑
b∈Br{?}
H˜({b, ?}, ?)−
∑
x∈(A∩B)r{?}
H˜({x, ?}, ?)
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= H˜(A, ?) + H˜(B, ?)− H˜(A ∩B, ?).
In particular H˜(?) = H˜(({?}, ?)q ({?}, ?)) = H˜(?) + H˜(?), hence H˜(?) = 0. 
Corollary 7.2. All the possible functionals H˜(A, ?) satisfying (7.1) are of the form
H˜(A, ?) = κ(#A− 1), for some κ ∈ R.
Proof. Consider the pointed sets of the form ({x, ?}, ?). Let κ ∈ R be the value
H˜({x, ?}, ?) = κ. For κ = 0 one obtains H˜ ≡ 0, in which case the functional (6.3)
reduces to just the Shannon entropy, while if κ 6= 0 then
H˜(A, ?) =
∑
a∈Ar{?}
H˜({a, ?}, ?) = κ ·#(Ar {?}).

If we drop the strong assumption for the information loss functional H on PS∗ then
we obtain many more possibilities besides multiples the counting of points (reduced
Euler characteristic) χ˜(X, x) = #X − 1.
Lemma 7.3. Let H be an information loss functional H on PS∗ satisfying the
first three properties of Definition 6.3. Then the induced H˜ : Obj(S∗) → R as in
Lemma 6.7 is a function ρ(N) of the cardinality N = #X − 1. Requiring some addi-
tional properties on the behavior on products or coproducts in S∗ determines a more
restrictive class of functions. For example:
• additivity on coproducts: ρ(N) = κN
• multiplicativity on products: ρ : N→ R∗+ a multiplicative semigroup
• both of the previous properties: ρ(N) = N
• additivity on products: ρ(N) = κ log(N) or more generally ρ(N) = κ log(σ(N))
with σ : N→ R∗+ a multiplicative semigroup
• multiplicativity on coproducts: ρ(N) = λN .
Proof. The map H˜ : Obj(S∗)→ R assigns to a pointed set (X, x) an invariant under
isomorphisms, hence a function of the cardinality of X. For the listed cases, the
first is discussed Corollary 7.2. The product in S∗ is the smash product X ∧ Y =
X×Y/(X×{y}∪{x}×Y ) with #(X∧Y ) = N ·M for N = #X−1 and M = #Y −1,
hence multiplicative behavior on product implies ρ(NM) = ρ(N)ρ(M), which means
ρ : N → R∗+ is a multiplicative semigroup. As a multiplicative semigroup N is
freely generated by the primes, hence a semigroup homomorphism ρ : N → R∗+ is
determined by specifying a generator tp ∈ R∗+ for each prime p in N. Additivity
on coproducts and multiplicativity on products imply that H˜ is the reduced Euler
characteristic χ˜(X, x) = #X − 1. If we require additivity on products H˜(X ∧ Y ) =
H˜(X)+ H˜(Y ), we have ρ(NM) = ρ(N)+ρ(M), which is satisfied by functions of the
form ρ(N) = κ log(σ(N)) with σ : N→ R∗+ a multiplicative semigroup. Multiplicative
behavior on coproducts is satisfied by exponentiation of any invariant that is additive
on coproducts hence by functions of the form ρ(N) = λN . 
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Lemma 7.4. Let H be a strong information loss functional on PC with C = 2∗ the
category of pointed cubical sets with connection. The inclusion-exclusion property for
coproducts implies that H˜(K) satisfies the inclusion-exclusion relation
(7.3) H˜(K ∪K ′) = H˜(K) + H˜(K ′)− H˜(K ∩K ′),
for K,K ′ such that K ∩K ′ is also a pointed cubical sets with connection.
Proof. The inclusion-exclusion property for coproducts on morphisms implies, as
above, additivity for coproduct of objects,
H˜(K q2∗ K ′) = H˜(K) + H˜(K ′),
where Kq2∗K ′ = K∨K ′. Then using the previous lemma applied to (K∪K ′)(In) =
Kn ∪K ′n ∈ S∗ we obtain the stated inclusion-exclusion relation. 
The fact that the invariants H˜ that arise from information loss functionals satisfy an
inclusion-exclusion relation is reasonable in the context of information theory. Indeed,
mutual information satisfies an inclusion-exclusion relation, hence we can regard the
expression (6.3), where H˜ satisfies an inclusion-exclusion relation represented by the
additivity (7.2) with respect to the coproduct in C, as a generalization of the inclusion-
exclusion property of a mutual information measure.
Remark 7.5. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 7.4, if we also know that H˜(K) is a
homotopy invariant, then the additivity on coproducts H˜(K ∨K ′) = H˜(K) + H˜(K ′)
(hence the inclusion-exclusion (7.3)) together with the property that H˜({x, ?}, ?) = κ
imply that H˜(K) = κ · χ˜(K) where χ˜(K) = χ(K) − 1 is the reduced Euler charac-
teristic. In particular, if κ = 1, this implies that H˜(K) = χ˜(K) is also multiplicative
under smash products χ˜(K ∧K ′) = χ˜(K)χ˜(K ′), as in Definition 6.9.
The characterization above of the reduced Euler characteristic can also be restated
as the characterization as the unique Z valued function on finite pointed CW com-
plexes that satisfies χ˜({x, ?}, ?) = 1 and χ˜(K) = χ˜(A)+χ˜(B) for any cofiber sequence
A→ K → B, see Theorem 28.85 of [32].
7.1. Information loss functionals and probabilistic Gamma spaces. Here we
consider a fixed information loss functionalH : P2∗ → R with sufficiently good prop-
erties and we obtain other information loss functionals on PS∗ and P2∗ (with weaker
properties) obtained by precomposing with probabilistic Γ spaces FPC : PS∗ → P2∗
associated to probabilistic categories PC.
Lemma 7.6. Let H : P2∗ → R be an information loss functional satisfying the first
three properties of Definition 6.3. Let FPC : PS∗ → P2∗ be a probabilistic Γ-space
obtained from a probabilistic category PC as in Lemma 5.8, and let FˆPC : P2∗ → P2∗
be its extension to an endofunctor of P2∗. Then the compositions H◦FPC and H◦FˆPC
are also information loss functionals, respectively on PS∗ and P2∗, satisfying the first
three properties of Definition 6.3.
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Proof. By functoriality FPC maps compositions of morphisms to compositions, hence
the additivity of H under composition is preserved by precomposing with FPC. Van-
ishing on isomorphisms is also preserved for the same reason. Extensivity under
convex combination is preserved because, as seen in Lemma 5.7, the functor FPC
assigns to an object ΛX =
∑
i λi(Xi, xi) in PS∗ the object in P2∗ given by the
combination
∑
i λiKi with Ki = NC(ΣPC(Xi, xi)). Thus, in particular it satisfies
FPC(λΛX + (1− λ)Λ′X ′) = λFPC(ΛX) + (1− λ)FPC(Λ′X ′),
and the extensivity of H then gives
H(λFPC(ΛX)+(1−λ)FPC(Λ′X ′)) = λH(FPC(ΛX))+(1−λ)H(FPC(Λ′X ′))+H(1ˆ(λ,1−λ)).

Remark 7.7. The compositions H ◦ FPC and H ◦ FˆPC in general do not satisfy
the strong condition of Definition 6.3, even if H is a strong information loss func-
tional on P2∗. This can be seen in the case of C = S∗. The description of the
pointed cubical sets NC(ΣPS∗(X, x)) in Proposition 4.3 and Proposition 4.4 shows
that NC(ΣPS∗((X, x) ∨ (Y, y)) is not additive in (X, x) and (Y, y) hence even if H
satisfies the strong condition of Definition 6.3 the composition H ◦ FPS∗ does not.
Let H : P2∗ → R be an information loss functional satisfying the first three
properties of Definition 6.3, given by a difference of invariants of target and source
objects of the form
(7.4) H˜(ΛK) = H(Λ) +
∑
i
λiH(Ki), with H(K) = log χ˜(K),
with H(Λ) the Shannon entropy and with χ˜(K) the reduced Euler characteristic.
Clearly this information loss functional does not satisfy the inclusion-exclusion prop-
erty of the strong condition. It satisfied instead an additivity property on products
(7.5) H(K ∧K ′) = H(K) +H(K ′),
which follows from the multiplicative property of the reduced Euler characteristic. It
also satisfies homotopy invariance, since it factors through the reduced Euler charac-
teristic.
Consider an information loss functional as above, with (7.4), so that it satisfies
the additivity property (7.5). Consider probabilistic Γ-spaces F : PS∗ → P2∗ of the
form
(7.6) F (ΛX) = Λ′K ′ ∧ FPS∗(ΛX),
for Λ′K ′ a given stochastic pointed cubical set in P2∗. These generalize in our prob-
abilistic setting the classical Γ-spaces F : Γ0 → ∆∗ of the form F (X) = K ∧ FΓ0(X),
with FΓ0 : Γ
0 ↪→ ∆∗, whose associated spectrum, obtained via the Segal construction,
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is the suspension spectrum of the simplicial set K. These probabilistic Γ-spaces rep-
resent a product of two statistically independent systems, Λ′K ′ and FPS∗(ΛX) and
the chosen information measure accordingly splits additively
H˜(F (ΛX)) = H˜(Λ′K ′) + H˜(FPS∗(ΛX)).
Conversely, any probabilistic Γ-space F : PS∗ → P2∗ with the property that
H(F (ΛX)) = α + H(FPS∗(ΛX)) for some fixed α ∈ R independent of X and Λ
and for all ΛX ∈ PS∗ should be regarded from the information point of view as
equivalent to a product of two statistically independent systems, one of which is the
basic FPS∗(ΛX).
8. Quantum Information and Categories
The probabilistic category PC associated to a category C with zero object and
sum can be seen as a wreath product of the category C and the category FP of
finite classical probabilities, hence as a probabilistic version of the category C, in the
context of classical probability. We consider here a similar approach that associates to
a category C with zero object and sum a probabilistic category QC based on quantum
rather than classical probability.
8.1. The category of quantum probabilities. We assign to a finite set X a
Hilbert space HX = ⊕x∈XCx with Cx a one-dimensional space at the site x ∈ X.
More generally, we can replace the Cx with copies of a fixed finite dimensional Hilbert
space V of a fixed dimension, which represents the internal degrees of freedom at the
site x ∈ X.
Definition 8.1. The category FQ of finite quantum probabilities has objects given by
pairs pairs (X, ρX) of a finite set X and a density matrix ρX on the finite dimensional
Hilbert space HX , that is, a linear operator on HX satisfying ρ∗X = ρX , ρX ≥ 0, and
Tr(ρX) = 1. The morphisms MorFQ((X, ρX), (Y, ρY )) are given by quantum channels
Φ, that is, completely positive trace preserving maps with Φ(ρX) = ρY .
Quantum channels Φ can always be written (non-uniquely) in Kraus form as
Φ(ρ) =
∑
i
AiρA
∗
i , with
∑
i
A∗iAi = 1.
One can also represent completely positive trace preserving maps with Φ(ρX) = ρY
through the associated stochastic Choi matrix SΦ with
(8.1) (ρY )ij =
∑
a,b
(SΦ)ab
ij
(ρX)ab
Kraus representations can be obtained from factorizations SΦ = AA
∗.
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8.2. Quantum probabilistic categories QC. As in the case of classical probabil-
ity, given a category C with zero object and sum, we construct a probabilistic version
QC that maintains the same properties, but in this case based on the quantum prob-
abilities of FQ rather than on the classical probabilities of FP .
Definition 8.2. The category QC has objects given by ρC = ((Ca, Cb), ρab)ab, where
(Ca, Cb) is a finite collection of pairs of objects in C indexed over a finite set a, b =
1, . . . , N and ρ = (ρab) is an N × N density matrix. For ρC = ((Ca, Cb), ρab) and
ρ′C ′ = ((C ′i, C
′
j), ρ
′
ij), the morphisms Ξ ∈ MorQC(ρC, ρ′C ′) are given by a finite col-
lection
Ξ = {(φai,r, ψbj,r)}, (SΦr)ab
ij
}
where
∑
r SΦr = SΦ is the Choi matrix of a quantum channel Φ with Φ(ρ) = ρ
′. The
composition of morphisms Ξ′ ◦ Ξ is given by the collection
Ξ′ ◦ Ξ = {(φua,r′ ◦ φai,r, ψvb,r′ ◦ ψbj,r), (SΦr)ab
ij
(SΦ′
r′
) ij
uv
}
which satisfies
∑
r,r′,i,j(SΦr)ab
ij
(SΦr′ ) ijuv
=
∑
i,j(SΦ)ab
ij
(SΦ′) ij
uv
= (SΦ′◦Φ)ab
uv
.
Remark 8.3. The notation for the objects of QC in the form ρC = ((Ca, Cb), ρab)ab,
for a, b = 1, . . . , N , includes the case where N = 1. In this case the objects are
just single objects C ∈ Obj(C) with weight ρ = 1 and morphisms in QC between
two objects of this form are morphisms in C. This embeds the category C into its
quantum probability version QC, as in the case of the classical probabilities.
Remark 8.4. As usual in quantum information, one interprets the off-diagonal terms
ρij of a density matrix ρ as describing the interference between the amplitudes of the
i-th and j-th state, hence a measure of coherence of the mixed state. Thus, the objects
ρC of the category QC have an assigned amount of coherence of pairs of objects in
C, described by the coefficients ρij of a density matrix. The morphisms in QC also
correspond to pairs of morphisms in C with assigned coherence, but also transform
the density matrix of the source to that of the target through a quantum channel
obtained as the combined coherence measures of all the pairs in the collection.
Proposition 8.5. Let C be a category with zero object and sum. Then the category
QC of Definition 8.2 also has a zero object and categorical sum. The zero object is
given by the pair (0, 1) with 0 the zero object of C with ρ = 1 and the coproduct is of
the form
(8.2) ρC q ρ′C ′ = (Ci qC C ′j, ρ⊗ ρ′).
Proof. The argument is analogous to the case of classical probabilities that we dis-
cussed previously. The zero object of QC is given by the pair (0, 1) with 0 the zero
object of C and ρ = 1. There is a unique morphism in QC from (0, 1) to an object
ρC = ((Ci, Cj), ρij) given by the unique morphisms 0 → Ci in C and Φij
0
= ρij.
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The unique morphism from an object ρC = ((Ci, Cj), ρij) to the zero object sim-
ilarly consists of the unique morphisms Ci → 0 in C and Φ0
ij
= δij, which gives∑
ij Φ0
ij
ρij = Tr(ρ) = 1. The universal property of the coproduct is satisfied with
maps
((Cu, Cs), ρ˜us)
((Ci, Cj), ρij)
((φri,ψsj),Φ1)
55llllllllllllll
((Ii,Ij),Ψ)
// (Ci qC C ′j, ρ⊗ ρ′)
OO
((Ca, Cb), ρ
′
ab)
((φua,ψsb),Φ2)
iiRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
(Ia,Ib),Ψ′)
oo
where Ii : Ci → Ci qC C ′j are the maps of the universal property of the coproduct in
C and the maps Ψρ = ρ⊗ ρ′ and Ψ′ρ′ = ρ⊗ ρ′ are given by
Ψ ij
(i′j′),(ab)
= δii′δjj′ρ
′
ab and Ψ
′
ab
(ij),(a′b′)
= δaa′δbb′ρij
The map ρC q ρ′C ′ → ρ˜C˜ that makes the diagram commute is then given, at the
level of the quantum channels, by
(8.3) Φ˜ us
(ij),(ab)
= ρ˜−1us (Φ1)usij (Φ2)usab
when the entry ρ˜us 6= 0 and
(8.4) Φ˜ us
(ij),(ab)
= (Φ1)us
ij
δab + (Φ2)us
ab
δij
when the matrix entry ρ˜us = 0. Indeed this gives for ρ˜us 6= 0∑
(i′,j′),(a,b)
Φ˜ us
(i′j′),(ab)
Ψ(i′j′),(ab)
(ij)
= (
∑
i′,j′
(Φ1) us
i′j′
δii′δjj′) · ρ˜−1us (
∑
a,b
(Φ2)us
ab
ρ′ab) = (Φ1)usij
and for ρ˜us = 0 it gives∑
i′,j′,a,b
((Φ1) us
i′j′
δabδii′δjj′ρ
′
ab + (Φ2)usab
δijδii′δjj′ρ
′
ab)
= (
∑
a
ρ′aa)(Φ1)usij +
∑
ab
(Φ2)us
ab
ρ′abδij
which is just equal to (Φ1)us
ij
, because Tr(ρ′) = 1 and
∑
ab(Φ2)usab
ρ′ab = ρ˜us = 0. The
case of composition with Ψ′ is analogous. At the level of the morphisms, one considers
the coproducts (φui,r qC φua,r′ , ψsj,r qC ψsb,r′), with r = 1, . . . , N and r′ = 1, . . . ,M ,
in C weighted with
ρ˜−1us (Φ1,r)usij (Φ2,r′)usab, for ρ˜us 6= 0
(Φ1,r)us
ij
δab
M
+ (Φ2,r′)us
ab
δij
N
, for ρ˜us = 0.
The rest of the argument is analogous to Theorem 2.17. 
Remark 8.6. Note that, as in the case of classical probabilities, the coproduct in-
duced by (8.2) on the category FQ of finite quantum probabilities is just the product
of independent systems ρqFQ ρ′ = ρ⊗ ρ′.
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We can identify a decoherence subcategory of QC that corresponds to the case of
mixed states with diagonal density matrices (in a fixed basis). This can be described
the following category.
Definition 8.7. The decoherence subcategory PC has objects given by pairs (C, z) =
((C1, . . . , Cn), (z1 : · · · : zn)) with Ci ∈ Obj(C) and z = (z1 : · · · : zn) ∈ Pn−1(C)
with morphisms given by a morphism Φ : Pn−1 → Pm−1 induced by a linear map
Φ˜ : Cn → Cm up to scalars with Φz = z′ and a collection {(φ˜ji,r : Ci → C ′j, Φ˜r)} with∑
r Φ˜r = Φ˜. The coproduct is given by (C, z) q (C ′, z′) = ((Ci q Cj)ij, αn,m(z, z′))
where αn,m : Pn−1 × Pm−1 → Pnm−1 is the Segre embedding.
In particular, in this case one can interpret the objects (C, z) as a superposition of
the objects Ci where the probability of observing Ci is |zi|2.
8.3. A variant: categories of arrows. A variant on the construction of the cate-
gories QC considered in the previous section can be obtained by working with arrows
of C instead of pairs of objects in C. We illustrate this version of the construction
here. The results in the following sections apply to both the categoriesQC constructed
above and the categories QAC constructed here.
First we associate to a category C with zero object and sum another category AC
with objects the morphisms of C.
Definition 8.8. The category AC has objects φC,C′ given by elements of MorC(C,C ′)
for arbitrary C,C ′ ∈ Obj(C) and morphisms L ∈ MorAC(φC,C′ , φA,A′) given by pairs
L = (L1, L2) with L1 ∈ MorC(C,A) and L2 ∈ MorC(C ′, A′) such that the diagram
commutes
C
φC,C′ //
L1

C ′
L2

A
φA,A′
// A′
Lemma 8.9. If the category C has zero object and categorical sum then the category
AC also does. The zero object of AC is the identity morphism 10 of the zero object
of C and the coproduct φC,C′ qAC φA,A′ is given by the unique morphism φCqA,C′qA′ :
C qC A→ C ′ qC A′ determined by the morphisms φC,C′ and φA,A′.
Proof. There is a unique morphism L = (L1, L2) from any φC,C′ to the zero object
10 with L1 the unique morphism in C from C to the zero object and L2 the unique
morphism in C from C ′ to the zero object. Similarly, there is a unique morphism
from the zero object 10 to any φC,C′ with L1 the unique morphism in C from the zero
object to C and L2 the unique morphism in C from the zero object to C ′, hence 10 is a
zero object in AC. Consider the morphisms LC : C → C qC A and LA : A→ C qC A
in C that satisfy the universal property of the coproduct in C. Similarly, consider
LC′ : C
′ → C ′ qC A′ and LA′ : A′ → C ′ qC A′. Given morphisms φC,C′ and φA,A′ , by
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the universal property of the coproduct in C there is a unique morphism from CqCA
to C ′ qC A′ such that the diagram commutes
AqC A′
C
LC′◦φC,C′
;;wwwwwwwwww
LC
// C qC A
OO
A
LA′◦φA,A′
ccGGGGGGGGGG
LA
oo
We show that the morphism φC,C′qAC φA,A′ : CqCA→ C ′qCA′ obtained in this way
is the coproduct in AC by showing that is satisfies the universal property. Suppose
given morphisms in AC
C
φC,C′ //
L1

C ′
L′1

R
ψ // R′
and A
φA,A′ //
L2

A′
L′2

R
ψ // R′
By the universal property of the coproduct in C there are unique morphisms L :
C qC A → R and L′ : C ′ qC A′ → R′ such that L ◦ LC = L1 and L ◦ LA = L2 and
L′ ◦ LC′ = L′1 and L′ ◦ LA′ = L′2. The diagram
C qC A
φC,C′qACφA,A′//
L

C ′ qC A′
L′

R
ψ // R′
commutes because both ψ ◦ L and L ◦ (φC,C′ qAC φA,A′) have the property that they
give a vertical arrow that makes the following diagram commutative
R′
C
LC
//
ψ◦L1
;;wwwwwwwwww
C qC A
OO
A
LA
oo
ψ◦L2
ccGGGGGGGGGG
as one can see by replacing ψ ◦ L1 = L′1 ◦ φC,C′ and ψ ◦ L2 = L′2 ◦ φA,A′ . By
the universal property of the coproduct in C there is a unique morphism with this
property, hence ψ ◦ L = L ◦ (φC,C′ qAC φA,A′). Thus, (L,L′) : φC,C′ qAC φA,A′ → ψ
constructed in this way is a morphism in AC, and it is the unique morphism such
that (L,L′) ◦ (LC , LA) = (L1, L2) and (L,L′) ◦ (LC′ , LA′) = (L′1, L′2). This shows that
the coproduct in AC satisfies the universal property. 
Then we associate to the category of arrows AC a category QAC, which can be
seen as a wreath product of AC and the category of finite quantum probabilities FQ,
defined as follows.
Definition 8.10. The category QAC has objects ρφ = {φij, ρij} given by collections
of morphisms φij : Ci → Cj in C, for i, j = 1, . . . , N for any N ∈ N, together with
an N ×N density matrix ρ = (ρij). Morphisms MorQAC(ρφ, ρ′φ′), with φ = (φij) and
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φ′ = (φ′ab) are pairs (L,Φ) of a quantum channel Φ(ρ) = ρ
′, with Choi matrix (SΦ)ij
ab
and a finite collection L = {(Lij
ab
,r
, (SΦr)ij
ab
)} of morphisms Lij
ab
,r
: φij) → φ′ab in AC
with associated SΦr satisfying
∑
r SΦr = SΦ.
9. Quantum Information and Gamma Spaces
As in the case of classical information discussed earlier, we can construct a Γ-
space FQC : Γ0 → 2∗ associated to a quantum probabilistic category QC obtained
as in the previous section. We can then consider the associated probabilistic Γ-space
FQC : PS∗ → P2∗. We consider explicitly the case where the underlying category C
is given by the category of pointed sets S∗.
9.1. Summing functors of quantum pointed sets. We refer here to the category
QC with C = S∗ the category of finite pointed sets as “quantum pointed sets”. We
consider here the associated category ΣQS∗(X) of summing functors Θ : P (X) →
QS∗, for a pointed set (X, ?), with P (X) the category of pointed subsets (A, ?) with
morphisms given by inclusions.
Theorem 9.1. An object Θ in the category of summing functors ΣQS∗(X) is com-
pletely specified by the choice of a point α = {αx}x∈Xr{?} ∈ IN , with #X = N + 1,
and, for each choice of α, a set of complex numbers θ = {θx}x∈Xr{?} contained in the
annuli
(9.1) θx ∈ Ax = {z ∈ C : αx(1− αx)− 1
4
≤ |z|2 ≤ αx(1− αx)},
or disks {|z|2 ≤ αx(1 − αx)} if αx(1 − αx) ≤ 1/4. The summing functor then maps
Θα,θ(A) = ρACA where ρACA consists of a collection of 2
NA×2NA pairs of pointed sets
of cardinality NA + 1 = #A with ρ = (ρij) the 2
NA × 2NA density matrix with entries
given by the sequences (t1, . . . , tNA) with ta ∈ {αa, 1−αa, θa, θ¯a} for a ∈ Ar{?}. The
morphisms of ΣQS∗(X) are given by the group U(2)⊗N of unitary transformations
acting by Uxρ
(x)U∗x on
ρ(x) =
(
αx θx
θ¯x 1− αx
)
and by collections of isomorphisms of pointed sets.
Proof. Summing functors Θ ∈ ΣQS∗(X) have the properties that Θ({?}, ?) = ({?}, ?)
the zero object of QS∗ and Θ(A ∪B) = Θ(A)qQS∗ Θ(B) for any A,B ∈ P (X) with
A ∩ B = {?}. We proceed as in the case of Theorem 4.2. The properties of the
summing functor implies that it suffices to know the value on sets Θ({a, ?}), since
we then obtain
(9.2) Θ(A) = qa∈Ar{?}Θ({a, ?})
with the coproduct in QS∗. As in the case of classical probabilities, we consider
Θ({a, ?}) as a superposition of the two possible choices of base point a, ? in the set
{a, ?}, except that now, in addition to the superposition we also need to account for
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interference effects. Thus, we assign to {a, ?} the object in QS∗ given by the following
set
(9.3) Θ({a, ?}) =

(({a, ?}, ?), ({a, ?}, ?)) ρ11 = αa
(({a, ?}, ?), ({a, ?}, a)) ρ12 = θa
(({a, ?}, a), ({a, ?}, ?)) ρ21 = θ¯a
(({a, ?}, a), ({a, ?}, a)) ρ22 = 1− αa
This reduces to the classical choice in the diagonal case with θa = 0. This then
determines the value Θ(A) for all A ∈ P (X) as the a list of 2NA × 2NA pairs of sets of
cardinality #A with associated density matrix ρA = ⊗a∈Ar{?}ρ(a), the NA-fold tensor
product of the matrices as above
(9.4) ρ(a) =
(
αa θa
θ¯a 1− αa
)
.
The entries of ρA can then be identified with the sequences (t1, . . . , tNA) with ta ∈
{αa, 1 − αa, θa, θ¯a} for a ∈ A r {?}, where the diagonal entries correspond to those
sequences that contain only the letters {αa, 1−αa} as in the classical case. Thus, in or-
der to specify a summing functor Θ it suffices to assign a choice of values {αx}x∈Xr{?}
and of {θa}x∈Xr{?}. The only constraint on the choice of the αx comes from the nor-
malization of the trace Tr(ρ) = 1, for which, as in the classical case, it suffices to
require that all the αx ∈ [0, 1], hence {αx}x∈Xr{?} ∈ |IN | with N = #X−1. The con-
straints on the θx come from the requirement that the density matrices satisfy ρA ≥ 0.
It suffices the ensure that the density matrices ρ(a) of (9.4) have non-negative eigenval-
ues. The characteristic polynomial p(λ) = λ2−Tr(ρ)λ+ det(ρ) = λ2−λ+ det(ρ) has
non-negative eigenvalues when the discriminant Tr(ρ)2 − 4 det(ρ) = 1− 4 det(ρ) ≥ 0
and det(ρ) ≥ 0. This gives the condition (9.1).
The morphisms in ΣQS∗(X) consist of natural transformations of the functors that
are isomorphisms on objects. This means isomorphisms ηA : Θ(A) → Θ′(A) in
QS∗ that are compatible with the inclusions j : A ↪→ A′, with ηA ◦ Θ(j) = Θ′(j) ◦
ηA. An isomorphism η : ρAXA → ρ′AX ′A in QS∗ consists of an invertible quantum
channel mapping ρA to ρ
′
A and a collection of isomorophisms of the pairs of pointed
sets in the collections XA and X
′
A. The invertible quantum channel is given by
a unitary transformation, and the requirement that the isomorphisms are natural
transformations of the functors, that is, that they are compatible with the inclusions
of subsets, implies that the unitary transformation ρ′A = UAρAU
∗
A with UA ∈ U(2NA)
is a product of unitary transformations of the matrices ρ(a) of (9.4), UA = Ua1⊗· · ·⊗
UaNA with unitaries Ua ∈ U(2). Note that the relation (9.1) between the off diagonal
entry θa and the diagonal αa is preserved under the action of U(2). 
Proposition 9.2. The cubical nerve K = NC(ΣQS∗(X)) with Kn = Fun(In,ΣQS∗(X))
is given by the action groupoid of U(2)⊗N acting on the cubical set
(9.5) ZN =
⋃
Z∈|IN |
N⋃
k=0
IkZ ×Ak,
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with Ak a product of N − k annuli (or disks) Ax as in (9.1).
Proof. A functor In → ΣQS∗(X) assigns to each vertex v ∈ In a summing func-
tor Θv ∈ ΣQS∗(X), hence a choice of {λx, θx}x∈Xr{?} satisfying (9.1). Edges of In
correspond to natural transformations between Θv and Θv′ for ∂(e) = {v, v′}. Let
Aα denote as in (9.1) the annulus Aα = {α(1 − α) − 1/4 ≤ |z|2 ≤ α(1 − α)},
when α(1 − α) > 1/4. In the case where α(1 − α) ≤ 1/4 we just have the disk
Aα = {|z|2 ≤ α(1 − α)}. Then the datum of a functor In → ΣQS∗(X) corresponds
to assigning for each vertex v ∈ In a union ∪nk=0Pk(v)×Ak(v) of products of pointed
polytopes with 2k vertices and products of annuli (or disks) Ak(v), where for a given
choice of {λx, θx}x∈Xr{?} satisfying (9.1), Pk(v) is the polytope given as in (4.13) by
the classical probability space {0, 1}k with probability (t1 . . . tk) with ti ∈ {αi(1−αi)}
and Ak(v) is a union of products of annuli
∏Aαi , considered with their cubical struc-
ture. Arguing as in Proposition 4.3, the functors associated to adjacent vertices, hence
the corresponding sequences t1, . . . , tn in the alphabet ti ∈ {λvxi , 1 − αvxiθvxi , θ¯vxi}, are
related by a morphism in ΣQS∗(X). These are unitary transformations in U(2)⊗n.
In particular, since the sequences s1 . . . sn ∈ {0, 1}n labeling adjacent vertices of In
differ at a single digit sk, the corresponding sequences t1, . . . , tn differ in the action of
a single Uk ∈ U(2) relating the density matrices ρ(xk)v and ρ(xk)v′ . As in Proposition 4.3,
this reduces the choices of the data {αvx, θvx} to a single choice {αx, θx}x∈Xr{?} at a
single vertex, with the assignments at a the other vertices of the cube obtained by
applying unitary transformations associated to the edges of the cube. Thus, the cubi-
cal nerve NC(ΣQS∗(X)) can be described as the action groupoid of the action of U⊗N
on the set ZN of (9.5), which parameterizes the choice of data {αx, θx}x∈Xr{?}. 
Lemma 9.3. The simplicial set FQS∗(X) = NC(ΣQS∗(X)) is homotopy equivalent to
the Borel homotopy quotient MG = EG×GZN , with G = U(2)⊗N , for N = #X − 1,
and ZN the set (9.5).
Proof. Proposition 9.2 shows that the category ΣQS∗(X) of summing functors can be
identified with the action groupoid of the group of unitary transformations U(2)⊗N
acting on density matrices of the form ρ = ⊗xρ(x), or equivalently on the set ZN of
(9.5) that parameterizes them. Thus, the nerve NΣQS∗(X) can be identified with the
classifying space BG of the action groupoid G = ZN o U(2)⊗N , with N = #X − 1.
The classifying space BG of an action groupoid G = ZoG of a Lie group action on a
manifold is homotopy equivalent to the Borel construction of the homotopy quotient
ZG = EG×G Z (see e.g. Proposition B.11 of [35]). 
Corollary 9.4. The geometric realization |NC(ΣQS∗(X))| is homotopy equivalent to
a union of strata of the form
(9.6) ZjN,P ×B
(U(2)⊗j ⊗ (U(1)× U(1))⊗(N−j))
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where ZjN,P ⊂ |NCΣPS∗(X)| is a subset of the realization of FPS∗(X), the value of the
Γ-space of classical probabilities, given by
(9.7) ZjN,P =
⋃
Z∈Sj
|INZ |,
with Sj the set of sequences {αx} with j entries equal to 1/2, and where B(U(2)⊗j ⊗
(U(1) × U(1))⊗(N−j)) are the classifying spaces of the stabilizers U(2)⊗j ⊗ (U(1) ×
U(1))⊗(N−j) of the strata ZjN of ZN with ZjN,P = ZjN/U(2)⊗N .
Proof. The homotopy quotient ZG has projection maps
BG
pi1←− ZG pi2−→ Z/G,
where the projection pi1 is a fibration over BG with fiber Z, while the preimage of
a point x ∈ Z/G is a copy of BGx with Gx ⊂ G the isotropy group. In the case
of the set ZN of (9.5) with the action of G = U(2)⊗N , we can decompose ZN into
strata with associated stabilizers of the action. The top stratum Z0N consists of Z0N =
∪Z∈S0⊂|IN |∪k IkZ ×Ak, where S0 is the set of those sequences Z = {αx}x∈Xr{?} where
none of the αx is equal to 1/2 . The lower strata ZjN consist of Z0N = ∪Z∈Sj⊂|IN | ∪k
IkZ × Ak where Sj is the set of sequences Z = {αx} where j of the αx are equal to
1/2. Since in the U(2) action ρ(x) 7→ Uxρ(x)U∗x we can identify unitaries Ux ∈ U(2) up
to phase factors (diagonal unitaries) U(1) × U(1), the stabilizer of the top stratum
is (U(1) × U(1))⊗N . The stratum ZjN has stabilizer U(2)⊗j ⊗ (U(1) × U(1))⊗(N−j).
The quotient ZN/U(2)⊗N is correspondingly decomposed into strata, where up to
the action of U(2) we can identify the density matrices ρ(x) with diagonal classical
probabilities. This implies that we can identify the quotient ZN/U(2)⊗N with a
classical space
|NCΣPS∗(X)| =
⋃
Z∈|IN |
|INZ |
with a stratification by (9.7). Over each set ZjN,P we have a copy of the fiber
B(U(2)⊗j ⊗ (U(1)× U(1))⊗(N−j). 
Remark 9.5. The geometric realization of the nerve NC(ΣQS∗(X)) is more interest-
ing topologically than the case of classical probabilities, due to the presence of the
classifying spaces of unitary groups.
Remark 9.6. We obtain a Γ-space of quantum pointed sets FQS∗ : Γ
0 → 2∗ that
assigns to a pointed set (X, ?) the cubical nerve NC(ΣQS∗(X)) of the category of
summing functors of Theorem 9.1. This can be extended to an endofunctor FQS∗ :
2∗ → 2∗ and determines an associated homotopy theoretic spectrum, by the Segal
construction [30].
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9.2. The stochastic Gamma spaces. As in the case of classical probabilities, we
can associate to a category QC a probabilistic Γ-space FQC : PS∗ → P2∗. The
construction is analogous to the case of FPC : PS∗ → P2∗ that we discussed earlier.
By Lemma 5.7 the functor FQC maps a probabilistic pointed set ΛX to the cubical
nerve NC(PΣQC(ΛX)), which can be identified with the probabilistic pointed cubical
set
∑
i λiNC(ΣPQ(Xi, xi)).
10. Gamma spaces, spectra, and gapped systems
There has been a growing interest recently in the use of homotopy theoretic meth-
ods in the modeling of topological phases of matter. In particular, the use of spectra
to classify symmetry protected topological phases in terms of generalized cohomol-
ogy groups associated to a spectrum of invertible physical systems, [21]. This idea
is elaborated upon in [15], where a spectrum GP×n of invertible gapped phases of
matter is considered, with homotopy equivalences ΩGP×n → GP×n−1 corresponding to
realizing a continuous transition between n-dimensional systems in the same phase
via an invertible (n− 1)-dimensional interface (invertible defect).
We consider here a similar idea, from the point of view of Segal’s Γ-spaces and
we present a construction of Γ-spaces associated to gapped systems. Our setting
here is only a simplified model of the properties one usually requires for gapped
systems, see §5.2 of [38]. In general, in addition to the existence of a gap ∆ > 0 in
the spectrum, one also requires a uniform bound on the degeneracy of the ground
state, namely the condition that for all (X,HX) the ground state degeneracy satisfies
1 ≤ dim Ker(HX) ≤ m with some uniform bound by some fixed m ∈ N. In the
setting we consider here, this condition would not be compatible with the categorical
sum. In order to obtain a more sophisticated model for gapped systems where the
uniformly bounded degeneracy condition can also be imposed, we need to work with
a different categorical setting. This will be investigated elsewhere.
10.1. Gamma spaces of gapped systems. In this setting, instead of considering
the category FQ of finite quantum probabilities (density matrices) with morphisms
given by quantum channels, one considers a category FQ∆ where the objects are
systems (X,HX) with a Hamiltonian HX acting on a HIlbert space HX = ⊕x∈XVx
with a fixed internal space Vx (which for simplicity we will just take equal to a line
Cx), with the property that H∗X = HX and that HX has a gap in the spectrum above
the ground level, that is, 0 ∈ Spec(HX) and Spec(HX) ⊂ {0} ∪ [∆,∞). We realize
objects in FQ∆ as objects of FQ by associating to a pair (X,HX) the pair (X, ρX)
in FQ with
ρX =
e−βHX
Tr(e−βHX )
,
where β > 0 is a fixed inverse temperature parameter. Using this identification of
objects of FQ∆ with a subset of objects of FQ, we take the morphisms in FQ∆ to be
induced by the morphisms in FQ. Namely, morphisms in MorFQ∆((X,HX), (Y,HY ))
are gap preserving quantum channels, Φ(ρX) = ρY .
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When we apply the previous construction of quantum categories QC using the
category FQ∆ instead of FQ, we obtain a subcategoryQC∆ ofQC, which is described
as follows.
Definition 10.1. The gapped quantum category QC∆ has objects that include the
zero object of QC and objects ρC = ((Ci, Cj), ρij) of QC where the density matrix ρ
is of the form
(10.1) ρ =
e−βH
Tr(e−βH)
,
for some (fixed) inverse temperature parameter β > 0, with the property that the
Hamiltonian H has spectrum Spec(H) ⊂ {0} ∪ [∆,∞), for a fixed gap ∆ > 0. The
morphisms in QC∆ are induced by the morphisms in QC.
Lemma 10.2. The coproduct in QC induces a coproduct in QC∆.
Proof. The coproduct ρC qQC ρ′C ′ of two objects ρC, ρ′C ′ ∈ QC∆ has density matrix
given by the product ρ⊗ ρ′. We have ρ = e−βH/Tr(e−βH) and ρ′ = e−βH′/Tr(e−βH′)
where the respective Hamiltonians H,H ′ have spectrum contained in {0} ∪ [∆,∞).
The tensor product ρ⊗ρ′ corresponds to the Kronecker sum H⊕H ′ = H⊗1+1⊗H ′
of the Hamiltonians. The spectrum of the Kronecker sum Spec(H ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ H ′) is
given by sums of eigenvalues of H and H ′, hence it is still contained in {0} ∪ [∆,∞),
so that the coproduct in QC of two objects in QC∆ is still an object in QC∆. 
We focus on the case where C = S∗, the category of finite pointed sets. As in
the case of QS∗, we construct the associated Γ-space by constructing the category
ΣQS∆∗ (X) of summing functors Θ : P (X)→ QS∆∗ .
Proposition 10.3. For sufficiently large β > 0, an object Θ in ΣQS∆∗ (X) is specified
by the choice of a point α = {αx}x∈Xr{?} ∈ INβ,∆ for an interval Iβ,∆ = [aβ,∆, bβ,∆] ⊂
[0, 1] and with N = #X − 1, and a choice of {θx}x∈Xr{?} ∈ TNr(Z), where TN =
(S1)N is a torus and the subscript r(Z) indicates that the k-th circle has a radius
r = r(αx, β,∆) uniquely determined by the choice of αx and by the fixed values of ∆
and β. The morphisms in ΣQS∆∗ (X) are given by unitary transformations in U(2)⊗N
and by collections of isomorphisms of pointed sets.
Proof. As in the case of QS∆∗ , we know that the values Θ(A) are given by coproducts
(9.2) in QS∆∗ , with the terms Θ({a, ?}) as in (9.3). In this case, the density matrix
(9.4) associated to Θ({a, ?}) will have to satisfy additional constraints due to the
gap condition on the spectrum of the associated Hamiltonian. In the case of a 2× 2
matrix, the condition that the spectrum has a gap of width ∆ above the ground level
λ = 0 corresponds to requiring that one of the eigenvalues is zero and the other one is
equal to the width of the gap ∆. This means that the spectrum of the corresponding
density matrix ρ = e−βH/Tr(e−βH) is given by
Spec(ρ) = { e
−β∆
1 + e−β∆
,
1
1 + e−β∆
}.
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Let q = 1 − α(1 − α) + |θ|2. Then the condition above on the eigenvalues of (9.4)
gives
1
2
(1− q1/2) = e
−β∆
1 + e−β∆
,
1
2
(1 + q1/2) =
1
1 + e−β∆
,
which gives
q1/2 =
1− e−β∆
1 + e−β∆
.
This then gives the relation
(10.2) |θ|2 =
(
1− e−β∆
1 + e−β∆
)2
− 1 + α(1− α) = −4e
−β∆
(1 + e−β∆)2
+ α(1− α),
where 0 < 4e−β∆/(1 + e−β∆)2 ≤ 1. There is an interval of values 0 < e−β∆ ≤ uβ,∆
with uβ,∆ < 1 such that the discriminant of
−4e−β∆
(1+e−β∆)2 + α(1 − α) = 0, seen as an
equation in α, is non-negative. Then the right-hand-side of (10.2) is non-negative
for α in the interval [aβ,∆, bβ,∆] between the two roots. For a fixed value of the gap
∆, it is always possible to choose an inverse temperature β > 0 sufficiently large so
that the condition e−β∆ ≤ uβ,∆ is satisfied. For such a choice of β, one then obtains
solutions of (10.2) given by any choice of α ∈ [aβ,∆, bβ,∆] and a circle of values of θ
with radius r = r(α,∆, β) fixed by the relation (10.2) (and depending on α and on
∆ and β). The morphisms in in ΣQS∆∗ (X) are given by unitary transformations in
U(2)⊗N acting by Uxρ(x)U∗x on the density matrices ρ(x) as in Theorem 9.1, and by
collections of isomorphisms between the pointed sets in the two objects. Since the
locus determined by the relation (10.2) is specified by the condition on the spectrum
of the matrices ρ(x), it is preserved by unitary transformations. 
Proposition 10.4. The nerve NC(ΣQS∆∗ (X)) is the action groupoid of the U(2)⊗N
action on the cubical set
(10.3) ZN,∆ =
⋃
Z∈|INβ,∆|
N⋃
k=0
IkZ × TN−kr(Z) .
The geometric realization |NC(ΣQS∆∗ (X))| is homotopy equivalent to a union of strata
of the form (9.6) where the Sj ⊂ |INβ,∆| consists of all the sequences {αx} ∈ [aβ,∆, bβ,∆]N
where j of the terms are equal to 1/2.
Proof. The argument is analogous to Proposition 9.2 and Corollary 9.4. The nerve
NC(ΣQS∆∗ (X)) is constructed as in the case of QS∗, except that in this case the annuli
and disks are replaced by circles θx ∈ S1r(α,∆,β) of radius determined by (10.2). We
write TN−kr(Z) for the product of these N − k circles, where we write r(Z) for this
dependence of the radii on the αx, leaving the dependence on β and ∆ implicit. For
fixed ∆, we are choosing β > 0 large enough as in Proposition 10.3, so that for α in
the subinterval [aβ,∆, bβ,∆] ⊂ [0, 1] the estimate −4e−β∆(1+e−β∆)2 + α(1− α) ≥ 0 holds. The
interval [aβ,∆, bβ,∆] contains the point α = 1/2 as one can verify directly. 
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Remark 10.5. The Γ-space FQS∆∗ : Γ
0 → 2∗ obtained in this way can be extended to
an endofunctor FQS∆∗ : 2∗ → 2∗ and determined an associated connective spectrum
by the Segal construction of [30]. This provides then a construction of a homotopy
theoretic spectrum associated to a category of gapped systems with a fixed gap ∆.
Remark 10.6. As in the cases of PS∗ and of QS∗ it is also possible to extend the
Γ-space FQS∆∗ : Γ
0 → 2∗ to a probabilistic Γ-space FQS∆∗ : PS∗ → P2∗.
10.2. Gamma spaces and gapped phases. We consider here a different construc-
tion of a Γ-space related to gapped system, where instead of fixing the gap and
restricting the category FQ to a subcategory FQ∆ of gapped systems and gap pre-
serving quantum channels, we consider all the objects of FQ, so that there is no fixed
gap, but we change the morphisms so that we regard all the quantum channels that
preserve a gap ∆ > 0 as isomorphisms. We can do this in the form of a localization
of the category FQ at a collection of morphisms T∆.
More precisely, the set of morphisms T∆ consists of all morphisms in QS∗ where
both source and target are objects in QS∆∗ . The localization QS∗[T −1∆ ] is obtained
as a quotient of the path category P(QS∗, T −1∆ ). The path category has the same
objects as QS∗ and morphisms given by arbitrary concatenations Ψ1 · · ·ΨN where
the Ψi are either morphisms in QS∗ or formal inverses of morphisms in T∆, with the
target of Ψi equal to the source of Ψi+1. The equivalence relation on P(QS∗, T −1∆ )
identifies the empty string at a given object with the identity morphism, a string
Ψ1Ψ2 where both Ψi are morphisms in QS∗ with the morphism Ψ2 ◦Ψ1 and a string
Φ−1Φ or ΦΦ−1, with Φ ∈ T∆ and Φ−1 its formal inverse, with the identity morphism
on the source, respectively target, of Φ. This determines a category
QS∗[T −1∆ ] = P(QS∗, T −1∆ )/ ∼
with a localization functor QS∗ → QS∗[T −1∆ ] which maps morphisms in S∆ to iso-
morphisms. We refer the reader to the overview in § 2 of [14].
The category QS∗[T −1∆ ] has zero object and categorical sum inherited from QS∗.
Thus, we can consider the Γ-space FQS∗[T −1∆ ] : Γ
0 → 2∗ associated to QS∗[T −1∆ ].
Proposition 10.7. The summing functors Θ : P (X) → QS∗[T −1∆ ] are specifed by
data {αx}x∈Xr{?} ∈ |IN | and {θx} ∈ Ax as in the case of QS∗. For sufficiently
large β > 0, the morphisms in ΣQS∗[T −1∆ ](X) are given by unitary transformations in
U(2)⊗N and by quantum channels Φ(x) with Φ(x)ρ(x) = ρ′ (x) whenever both ρ(x) and
ρ′ (x) have entries satisfying the relation (10.2).
Proof. The characterization of objects in ΣQS∗[T −1∆ ](X) is as in the case of the categoryQS∗. Morphisms in the category ΣQS∗[T −1∆ ](X) of summing functors are isomorphisms
in QS∗[T −1∆ ] compatible with the inclusions of subsets in P (X). These isomorphisms
are generated by unitary transformations U(2)⊗N and by morphisms in T∆, and by
isomorphisms of pointed sets. A morphism in T∆ compatible with the inclusions can
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be expressed in terms of quantum channels relating the density matrices ρ(x) of the
source and target object where both source and target are in QS∆∗ . 
Corollary 10.8. The nerve NC(ΣQS∗[T −1∆ ](X)) is given by the homotopy quotient of
the equivalence relation on the set ZN of (9.5) generated by quantum channels that
preserve the ∆-gap in the spectrum.
Proof. By the same argument used in the case of the category QS∗, we identify the
cubical nerve with the groupoid of the equivalence relation on ZN given by unitary
equivalence implemented by the group U(2)⊗N together with the action of the gap
preserving quantum channels in T∆. 
Remark 10.9. Equivalent objects in NC(ΣQS∗[T −1∆ ](X)) under unitaries in U(2)
⊗N
and quantum channels in T∆ corresponds to system in the same topological phase,
in the sense that they are mapped to one another in such a way that the gap ∆ is
preserved.
The spectra associated to the Γ-spaces FQS∆∗ : Γ0 → 2∗ and FQS∗[T −1∆ ] : Γ
0 → 2∗
are obtained by considering the corresponding extensions to endofunctors of 2∗,
FC(K) =
∫ n
Kn ∧ FC({0, . . . , n})
for C equal to either QS∆∗ or QS∗[T −1∆ ]. In the first case, the cubical set FQS∆∗ (K),
for an n-dimensional cubical set K, describes the homotopy quotient of the unitary
equivalence relation on systems on the n-dimensional K with gap ∆, while in the
second case it describes the homotopy quotient of the equivalence relation by gap
preserving quantum channels on all systems on the n-dimensional sets. The struc-
ture maps S1 ∧ FC(Sn) → FC(Sn+1) relate these equivalences of systems in different
dimensions via a suspension operation.
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